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ABSTRACT
This study evaluated a random selection of NYS government web pages for WCAG 2.0
accessibility. The study also compared the WCAG 2.0 results to WCAG 1.0 results, as
an indication of whether the newer guidelines were more comprehensive.
The researcher used the AChecker automated tool to determine known accessibility
problems and the Failure Rate (FR) metric to establish the degree each web page was
inaccessible. Twenty home pages were initially selected and ranked by 2.0 A
inaccessibility. Then, four illustrative sites were chosen for both 2.0 A and 1.0 AA home
and secondary page analysis.
The results indicated that NYS government agencies have a wide range of 2.0
accessibility problems, varying from 123 – 0 problems and 43.93% - 0.00% FR on home
pages; and 185 – 4 problems and 18.97 – 0.74% FR on home and secondary pages.
Overall, web pages had an average of 19.8 WCAG 2.0 problems with a 13.43% FR for
home pages; and an average of 20.94 problems with a 12.28% FR for home and
secondary pages.
The most commonly occurring WCAG 2.0 problems included not providing text for a
link, failing to provide keyboard navigation, not offering alternate text for images, not
specifying the natural language of the document and having a title attribute within a table
used for layout purposes. The results also determined the newer 2.0 guidelines
consistently found more problems than 1.0. For instance, WCAG 2.0 found 185
problems on one set of home and secondary pages, where WCAG 1.0 only found 39 on
the same home and secondary pages. The researcher expected this because NYS had
been working to achieve a sub-set of WCAG 1.0 compliance in the past. Therefore,
perhaps many of the 1.0 issues had already been resolved. Furthermore, WCAG 2.0 is
supposedly more thorough than the previous 1.0 version, and therefore caught more
accessibility errors.
There were no trends found regarding agencies with low accessibility compliance vs.
those with high compliance. Compliance levels seemed to vary regardless of agency
audience, network traffic and age.
The implications of this research may influence NYS agencies to evaluate pages for
WCAG 2.0. Also, some agencies seem to handle 2.0 accessibility more effectively than
others. It may be helpful for certain agencies to share their WCAG 2.0 accessibility
expertise and the processes they follow.
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INTRODUCTION
Web accessibility is concerned with providing individuals with disabilities the same
access to web content as those without a disability. For example, visually impaired
people often use a screen reader that ‘sounds out’ the content of a web page aloud. If a
web page is not formatted in the proper manner, screen readers are likely to interpret the
content incorrectly. Persons with hearing impairments may require textual captions for
multimedia and audio clips on a web page. Individuals with physical impairments may
use input devices other than a mouse or keyboard to interact with a web page. Therefore,
web pages should be written in a way that accommodates most forms of input.

Ensuring web pages are accessible often requires specific coding of HTML web pages
that follow a predetermined set of accessibility guidelines. Several web accessibility
guidelines are available to lead builders of web sites toward the production of accessible
content. There are two predominate web accessibility guidelines used in the United
States; the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) and the guidelines set forth
by Section 508 of the US Rehabilitation Act.

The WCAG are slightly more popular, since they include most of the Section 508
guidelines within them. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) first released WCAG
1.0 in May of 1998. The guidelines have been widely used and accepted by many
international organizations and governments; however, over the years they have became
outdated and in need of revision. In December of 2008, WCAG 2.0 was released and it
represents the current guidelines to use for accessibility implementation as recommended
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by the W3C. WCAG 2.0 applies to a number of web technologies, has solid human
testable criteria and various online support documents. Still, there has been little research
on using the new guidelines in accessibility studies. Also, there has been little work on
how WCAG 2.0 compares to WCAG 1.0 in terms of the accessibility errors that are
identified.

It is particularly important for government to provide accessible web content since all
citizens have a right to the information and services that government provides. If
government were to ignore the need for accessibility, those with disabilities may find it
difficult, if not impossible, to access certain government services. With the release of
WCAG 2.0 comes the increased responsibility of NYS government web developers to
ensure their content remains accessible. Some agencies may have been compliant under
WCAG 1.0, but perhaps are not under WCAG 2.0. This study attempts to discover how
accessible NYS government web sites are under the latest guidelines, as well as show
how many problems are found under one version of the guidelines as compared to the
other.

Research Questions

The questions this study will ask are “How accessible are New York State government
websites when measured against Web Content Accessibility Guidelines version 2.0.?”
and “How many accessibility violations are identified by WCAG 2.0 as compared with
WCAG 1.0?”
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Question Reasoning
Q1. How accessible are New York State government websites when measured against
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) version 2.0.?

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) released WCAG 2.0 in December of 2008.
Prior to this, WCAG version 1.0 were the recommended WC3 standards. Version 1.0
standards were widely used and accepted for achieving web accessibility. However, they
had been around since May of 1999 and had become outdated. Previous studies have
indicated that WCAG 2.0 standards are more comprehensive and include more disabled
users’ issues than WCAG 1.0. Therefore, it is likely the standards have changed
significantly from one version to the other. The idea that all NYS agencies have updated
their web sites to be compliant with WCAG 2.0 standards is unlikely. This study would
like to show the current accessibility level of NYS agency web sites to determine if there
is a need for accessibility improvements as indicated by WCAG 2.0.

Sub-question
Q1.1 What are the latest accessibility evaluation tools and/or methods available?

In order to verify how accessible a web page is, it would be helpful to employ an
automated evaluation tool. Such tools scan the HTML of a web page to identify
accessibility problems, and then report what problems exist and where they are
found in the code. There are several different tools available that aid in the
discovery of accessibility violations on a web page. Unfortunately, tools cannot
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find all problems; therefore manual human intervention is often needed to help
verify accessibility issues. It would be helpful to know which tools and/or
methods are best for finding accessibility violations specifically for WCAG 2.0.

Q2. How many accessibility violations are identified by WCAG 2.0 as compared with
WCAG 1.0?

Since WCAG 2.0 standards are supposed to be superior to WCAG 1.0, it would be
informative to know to what extent the WCAG 2.0 finds more violations than WCAG
1.0. The answer to this question may either confirm or deny that the newer guidelines are
indeed better. In addition, this information may be helpful to NYS web developers trying
to fix their pages for WCAG 2.0 compliance.

LITERATURE REVIEW
In this section, literature on e-government, web accessibility and disability will be
reviewed to form a basis on why web accessibility is important. Then, literature on
commonly used accessibility guidelines, including a comparison between Web Content
Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 and 1.0, will be presented. In addition,
information on how various disability groups feel about the WCAG 2.0 guidelines will be
discussed. Also, this section will show research involving previous government
accessibility studies and the accessibility evaluation methods used. Finally, metrics for
determining the web accessibility of a page will also be discussed for possible use in this
study. A concentration on NYS-specific information will be incorporated throughout the
4

review. It is the intention of the author to find out what has previously been learned on
these subjects and how to use and build upon that knowledge.

E-government
The United States E-government Act was first passed on December 17, 2002 (United
States Department of Labor, 2003). This initiative was to make government agency
information and services available through various forms of information technology. Egovernment is defined as “… [improving] the methods by which government
information, including information on the Internet, is organized, preserved, and made
accessible to the public.” (The E-government Act of 2002, P.L. 107-347). Ho (2002)
defined e-government as “The initiative… to provide public services and to empower
citizens and communities through information technology, especially through the
Internet.”

Forty-one percent of Internet users have looked for information regarding government
services online (Information Week, 2010). The benefits of e-government include the
potential to reduce costs, improve efficiency and increase citizen interest and
participation in government (Johnson & Lazar, 2010). E-government views citizens as
customers of government services (Osborne & Gaebler, 1992). Viewing users as
customers implies a sense of wanting to please them and make sure they are able to meet
their informational goals.
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One aim of e-government is to eliminate the need to physically visit government offices
and enable citizens to perform such tasks as renewing a driver’s licenses or paying taxes
online (Johnson & Lazar, 2010). E-government provides ‘one-stop shopping’ for
citizens, by offering a portal to services (Ho, 2002). One government agency can offer
links to all of its services on one website. To the user, the site may seem like one large
department, when in reality the links to information may be provided by many
departments (Ho, 2002). The user is not required to know which department is
responsible for what information.

Web Accessibility
With e-government comes a concern for the accessibility of government information on
the web. Not all information will be available to all people. Jaeger (2008) defined
accessibility as “… equal access to information and communication technologies (ICTs)
for individuals with disabilities…”. Lazar at el. (2010) described accessibility as
“…designing a web site that can technically be accessed by users with impairments.”
W3C (2005) stated “Web accessibility means that people with disabilities can perceive,
understand, navigate, and interact with the Web, and that they can contribute to the
Web”. Web accessibility means aiding individuals with disabilities and those who maybe
using older technology in navigating and utilizing a site correctly. Accessibility is also
known as “Design for All”, or “Universal Design” (Brophy & Craven, 2007).
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Penalties of Inaccessibility
Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act requires all federal web sites and all state and local
government web sites, which receive federal funding, to be accessible (Kuzma et al.,
2009). Furthermore, several independent accessibility policies have been created at the
state government level (Fagan & Fagan, 2004) (Lazar et al., 2010). In addition, the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) forbids the discrimination of persons with
disabilities by both public and private entities (Jaeger, 2004).

There is potential for law suits to develop if a web site is not accessible. San Jose,
California received a complaint in 1995 because the city’s web site was not accessible
(Wadell, 2000). A blind city commissioner was unable to access council documents on
the site. In 1999, the National Federation of the Blind sued America Online (AOL)
because AOL’s content was not accessible when interpreted by a screen reader (Goette et
al., 2006). The lawsuit was settled out of court. AOL has since implemented guidelines
to improve accessibility. Atlanta’s public transportation web site was ruled in violation
of the ADA in 2002 when disabled individuals were unable to access routing information.
Southwest Airlines was also sued in 2002 when a visually impaired individual could not
access the content on the company’s web site. However, this lawsuit was thrown out of
court.

Types of Disabilities
It is important for developers of web sites to understand the various types of disabilities
and in what ways a disabled person may interact with a web page. Over 36 million US
7

citizens have some type of disability. New York State has the fourth highest disability
rate in the country, with over 2 million people affected (Cornell University, 2010). These
numbers will continue to rise as the population ages (Jaeger, 2004).

Most disabilities affect vision, hearing, physical mobility or cognition. Each disability
may require a different approach for interacting with technology; such as a web site.
Individuals with low vision may need larger font sizes, specific font styles, highly
contrasting colors and quality graphics (Becker 2004; Bradbard & Peters, 2010). Blind
individuals may use assistive technology, such as a screen reader, to ‘read’ them the
contents of a web page out loud. Screen readers, however, can only read text content,
they cannot interpret graphics, animations, video, or tabular data on a web page (Crow,
2008).

Those with hearing impairments may require real-time text captions or printed transcripts
associated with audio or video content (Crow, 2008; Shi, 2007). Cognitive disorders
affect memory, perception and problem-solving. Those with cognitive problems, such as
autism or dyslexia, may prefer the use of simpler language or information organized into
manageable chunks (Friedman & Bryen, 2007; Shi, 2007). Individuals with mobility
impairments, such as cerebral palsy or multiple sclerosis, may have trouble using a
typical mouse and keyboard (Shi, 2007). These individuals may require special input
devices such as onscreen keyboards or alternative pointing devices (Bradbard & Peters,
2010).
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Whether the use of assistive technology (i.e. screen readers, alternative input devices,
etc.) is successful or not lies within the design of the web site. Unless the developer takes
steps to ensure accessibility, even the most sophisticated assistive technologies may not
work (Brophy & Craven, 2007).

Web Accessibility Guidelines
Luckily, several sets of accessibility guidelines have been developed to help creators of
web sites produce accessible content. These guidelines often appear as a list of textual
instructions or recommendations. There are two predominate web accessibility guidelines
used in the United States; the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) and the
guidelines set forth by Section 508 of the US Rehabilitation Act.

WCAG
WCAG were developed by the World Wide Web Consortium’s (W3C) Web
Accessibility Initiative (WAI) (W3C, 1999). The W3C is lead by Web creator Tim
Berners-Lee and made up of international organizations, staff and the public who work
together to provide “protocols and guidelines” to ensure the Web’s longevity. The WAI
is a sub-division of the W3C and specifically deals with making standards that provide an
accessible Web to those with disabilities (W3C, 2003).
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WCAG 1.0
WCAG 1.0 were first released in May of 1999. They consist of 14 guidelines; each
having several checkpoints (see Table 1). Each checkpoint has an assigned accessibility
level ‘priority’. Priority 1 checkpoints must be met or it would be impossible for certain
groups to access the content, priority 2 checkpoints should be met or it would be difficult
for certain groups to access the content, and priority 3 checkpoints may be met or it
would be somewhat difficult for certain groups to access the content. If all priority 1
checkpoints are met, the website would get a rating of ‘Conformance Level A’; if all
priority 2 checkpoints were met, the website would receive a rating of ‘Conformance
Level AA’; and if all priority 3 checkpoints were met, the website would get a rating of
‘Conformance Level AAA’ (W3C, 1999).

Table 1 – WCAG 1.0 Guidelines with Checkpoint Examples
Guideline!
1.Provide!equivalent!alternatives!to!
auditory!and!visual!content.!

#!of!
Checkpoint!Example!&!Priority!Level
Checkpoints!
5
Use!"alt"!for!the!IMG,!INPUT,!and!APPLET!
elements.!(1)!

2.!!Don't!rely!on!color!alone.!

2

Ensure!that!all!information!conveyed!with!
color!is!also!available!without!color.!(1)!

3.!!Use!markup!and!style!sheets!and!do!
so!properly.!

7

4.!!Clarify!natural!language!usage!

3

Use!MathML!to!mark!up!mathematical!
equations,!and!style!sheets!to!format!text!and!
control!!layout.!(2)!
Use!the!"lang"!attribute.!(1)!

5.!!Create!tables!that!transform!
gracefully.!

6

Use!TD!to!identify!data!cells!and!TH!to!identify!
headers.!(1)!

6.!!Ensure!that!pages!featuring!new!
technologies!transform!gracefully.!

5

7.!!Ensure!user!control!of!time"sensitive!
content!changes.!

5

When!an!HTML!document!is!rendered!without!
associated!style!sheets,!it!must!still!be!possible!
to!read!the!document.!(1)!
Allow!users!to!control!flickering!and!flashing.!
(1)!

8.!!Ensure!direct!accessibility!of!
embedded!user!interfaces.!

1

Make!programmatic!elements!such!as!scripts!
and!applets!directly!accessible!or!compatible!
with!assistive!technologies.!(1)!

10

9.!!Design!for!device"independence.

5

Provide!client"side!image!maps!instead!of!
server"side!image!maps.!(1)!

10.!!Use!interim!solutions.!

5

11.!!Use!W3C!technologies!and!
guidelines.!

4

12.!!Provide!context!and!orientation!
information.!

4

Do!not!cause!pop"ups!or!other!windows!to!
appear!and!do!not!change!the!current!window!
without!informing!the!user.!(2)!
Use!W3C!technologies!(such!as!CSS)!when!they!
are!available!and!appropriate!for!a!task!and!
use!the!latest!versions!when!supported.!(2)!
Title!each!frame!to!facilitate!frame!
identification!and!navigation.!(1)!

13.!!Provide!clear!navigation!
mechanisms.!

10

Clearly!identify!the!target!of!each!link!(rather!
than!using!‘click!here’).!(2)!

14.!!Ensure!that!documents!are!clear!
and!simple.!

3

Use!the!clearest!and!simplest!language!
appropriate!for!a!site's!content.!(1)!

Many studies have used WCAG 1.0 to check for and resolve accessibility violations
(Potter, 2002; Lazar et al., 2003; Fagan & Fagan, 2004; Goette et al., 2006; Shi, 2007).
WCAG 1.0 have been referred to as the standard for implementing an accessible web site
(Brophy & Craven, 2007). WCAG 1.0 have been widely used and accepted by
governments around the world (Shi, 2007). Slatin (2001) said “[WCAG]…are the most
important single resource for Web developers seeking to make their sites accessible.”
Sloan et al. (2006) stated “WCAG remains the ultimate standard which developers must
meet.” Most organizations use the WCAG guidelines, create their own version of the
guidelines in a less technical format, or customize the guidelines for their unique issues
(Brophy & Craven, 2007).

Although WCAG 1.0 have been quite popular, the guidelines are now outdated. They do
not take into account propriety web development technology that is now accessible, such
as PDFs and Flash (Sloan et al., 2006). Also, the organization of the guidelines is
complex and their implementation can be somewhat ambiguous (Sloan et al., 2006). To
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the novice web developer, interpreting and applying the guidelines could be a daunting
task. While WCAG 1.0 will improve a page’s accessibility, the guidelines do not take
into account all possible users equally. WCAG 1.0 gives the lowest priority to cognitive
impairment problems and the highest priority to visual impairment problems (Friedman
& Bryen, 2007). Compliance with all levels of WCAG 1.0 still allows a web page to be
inaccessible to some people (Shi, 2007).

WCAG 2.0
In December of 2008, an updated version of the WCAG were released and are currently
the W3C’s recommended guidelines to use for implementing accessibility (W3C, 2008).
WCAG 2.0 are composed of four accessible design principles: perceivable, operable,
understandable, and robust; within each principle are one to four guidelines (see Table 2).
Each guideline can have one to ten human testable success criterion of level A, AA, or
AAA; where A is the minimum level of success and AAA is the maximum level of
success. WCAG does not consider a web page accessible unless it achieves at least one
of conformance level (W3C, 2008).

Table 2 – WCAG 2.0 Guidelines and Criterion Examples.
Principle!1:!!Perceivable!"!Information!and!user!interface!components!must!be!presentable!to!users!in!
ways!they!can!perceive.!
Guideline!
#!of!Success!
Criterion!Example!&!Conformance!Level
Criterion!
1
A!photograph!of!two!world!leaders!shaking!
1.1!Text!Alternatives:!Provide!text!
hands!accompanies!a!news!story!about!an!
alternatives!for!any!non"text!content!so!
that!it!can!be!changed!into!other!forms!
international!summit!meeting.!The!text!
people!need,!such!as!large!print,!Braille,!
alternative!says,!"President!X!of!Country!X!
speech,!symbols!or!simpler!language.!
shakes!hands!with!Prime!Minister!Y!of!
country!Y."!(A)!
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1.2!Time"based!Media:!Provide!
alternatives!for!time"based!media.!

The!link!to!an!audio!clip!says,!"Chairman's!
speech!to!the!assembly."!A!link!to!a!text!
transcript!is!provided!immediately!after!the!
link!to!the!audio!clip.!(A)!
1.3!Adaptable:!Create!content!that!can! 3
A!form!contains!several!required!fields.!The!
be!presented!in!different!ways!(for!
labels!for!the!required!fields!are!displayed!in!
example!simpler!layout)!without!losing!
red.!In!addition,!at!the!end!of!each!label!is!an!
information!or!structure.!
asterisk!character,!*.!(A)!
1.4!Distinguishable:!Make!it!easier!for!
9
An!audio!file!begins!playing!automatically!
users!to!see!and!hear!content!including!
when!a!page!is!opened.!However,!the!audio!
separating!foreground!from!
can!be!stopped!by!the!user!by!selecting!a!
background.!
"silent"!link!at!the!top!of!the!page.!(A)!
Principle!2:!!Operable!"!User!interface!components!and!navigation!must!be!operable.!
Guideline!
#!of!Success!
Criterion!Example!&!Conformance!Level
Criterion!
2.1!Keyboard!Accessible:!Make!all!
3
A!calendar!widget!allows!users!to!add,!
functionality!available!from!a!keyboard.!
remove!or!update!items!in!their!calendar!
using!the!keyboard.!(A)!
2.2!Enough!Time:!Provide!users!enough! 5
A!Web!page!has!a!field!that!automatically!
time!to!read!and!use!content.!
updates!with!the!latest!headlines!in!a!rotating!
fashion.!There!is!an!interactive!control!that!
allows!the!user!to!extend!the!length!of!time!
between!each!update!to!as!much!as!ten!times!
the!default.!(A)!
2.3!Seizures:!Do!not!design!content!in!a! 2
A!Web!site!has!video!of!muzzle!flash!of!
way!that!is!known!to!cause!seizures.!
machine!gun!fire,!but!limits!the!size!of!the!
flashing!image!to!a!small!portion!of!the!
screen!below!the!flash!threshold!size.!(A)!
2.4!Navigable:!Provide!ways!to!help!
10
The!descriptive!title!of!an!HTML!Web!page!is!
users!navigate,!find!content,!and!
marked!up!with!the!<title>!element!so!that!it!
determine!where!they!are.!
will!be!displayed!in!the!title!bar!of!the!user!
agent.!(A)!
Principle!3:!!!Understandable!"!Information!and!the!operation!of!user!interface!must!be!understandable.
Guideline!
3.1!Readable:!Make!text!content!
readable!and!understandable.!

9

#!of!Success!
Criterion!
6

Criterion!Example!&!Conformance!Level

A!Web!page!produced!in!Germany!and!
written!in!HTML!includes!content!in!both!
German!and!English,!but!most!of!the!content!
is!in!German.!The!default!human!language!is!
identified!as!German!(de)!by!the!lang!
attribute!on!the!html!element.!(A)!
3.2!Predictable:!Make!Web!pages!
5
A!search!field!is!the!last!item!on!every!Web!
appear!and!operate!in!predictable!ways.!
page!in!a!site.!users!can!quickly!locate!the!
search!function.!(AA)!
3.3!Input!Assistance:!Help!users!avoid!
6
The!user!fails!to!fill!in!two!fields!on!the!form.!
and!correct!mistakes.!
In!addition!to!describing!the!error!and!
providing!a!unique!character!to!make!it!easy!
to!search!for!the!fields,!the!fields!are!
highlighted!in!yellow!to!make!it!easier!to!
visually!search!for!them!as!well.!(A)!
Principle!4:!!!Robust!"!Content!must!be!robust!enough!that!it!can!be!interpreted!reliably!by!a!wide!
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variety!of!user!agents,!including!assistive!technologies.
Guideline!
4.1!Compatible:!Maximize!compatibility!
with!current!and!future!user!agents,!
including!assistive!technologies.!

#!of!Success!
Criterion!
2

Criterion!Example!&!Conformance!Level
A!Java!applet!uses!the!accessibility!API!
defined!by!the!language.!(A)!

There has been little research performed using WCAG 2.0 in accessibility studies
(Bradbard & Peters, 2010). This may be due in part to most automated accessibility tools
not yet being able to identify the newer guidelines (Bradbard & Peters, 2010). Also, the
draft version of WCAG 2.0 had several problems, potentially putting people off from
using them. Regarding a draft version of WCAG 2.0, Kelly et al. (2008) noted the size
and vagueness of the language used will make implementation of the new guidelines
undesirable.

The structure of WCAG 2.0 have changed significantly as compared to WCAG 1.0 (see
Table 3). WCAG 2.0 are general enough to apply to many different types of
technologies, where WCAG 1.0 mainly focused on HTML (Kelly et al., 2009). The
guidelines now refer to other documents for implementing accessibility in major web
technologies, such as JavaScript or CSS (W3C, 2008). Furthermore, there may be less of
a need for evaluation tools. Each guideline has a success criterion that can be tested
through human evaluation, rather than relying on evaluation tools. (Bradbard & Peters,
2010). Also, the newer version no longer uses the term ‘priority’, since it seemed to
place more importance on certain guidelines over others (Bradbard & Peters, 2010).
WCAG 2.0 appears to be more thorough than WCAG 1.0. Kuzma (2009) consistently
found more errors under WCAG 2.0 than WCAG 1.0.
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Table 3 - WCAG 1.0 / WCAG 2.0 Structure Comparison

14!Guidelines!

WCAG!1.0!

WCAG!2.0!
12!Guidelines!within!4!Principles!

65!Checkpoints!

61!Success!Criterion

Priority!Levels!!(1,!2,!3)!!=!
Conformance!Levels!(A,!AA,!AAA)!

Criterion Levels!
(A,!AA,!AAA)!

WCAG and Disability Associations
The National Federation of the Blind (NFB) created a hybrid set of guideline which the
association follows to test accessibility of web sites. These guidelines were created from
the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 and Section 508. The NFB also
recommends using the WCAG 2.0 testable criteria associated with the guidelines, as well
as the specific accessibility documents WCAG 2.0 has created for, among others,
JavaScript and CSS (NFB, n. d.).

Furthermore, the NFB is pleased with the direction and improvements that the WCAG
update to 2.0 has taken (Paré, 2010). The group acknowledges that over the years the
technology and complexity of web sites has increased requiring improved standards.
NFB also states that their own guidelines, which are in harmony with WCAG 2.0, will
simplify accessibility evaluation. Also, the organization sees the 2.0 standard as long
lasting, since it can be applied to a variety of technologies.

The Department of Justice has considered implementing WCAG 2.0 as a
recommendation of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA, 2010). The Australian
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Government has already recommended the WCAG 2.0 guidelines determine accessibility
within their agency web sites (DIRC, 2010).

Section 508
In 1998, Section 508 was amended to the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 by Congress to
require federal agencies to provide electronic content in a form that individuals with
disabilities could access (Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act, 29 U.S.C. §794d). The
law also provided a set of standards for agencies to follow for implementing accessibility.
These standards are referred to as the “Section 508 Standards”. Within the standard is a
section specifically showing accessibility guidelines for web content: § 1194.22 WebBased Intranet and Internet Information and Applications Guidelines (Section508.gov,
n.d.). Table 4 shows a listing of these 16 guidelines.

Table 4 – Web Content Guidelines Under Section 508
Guidelines!
(a)!A!text!equivalent!for!every!non"text!element!shall!be!provided!(e.g.,!via!"alt",!"longdesc",!or!in!element!
content).!
(b)!Equivalent!alternatives!for!any!multimedia!presentation!shall!be!synchronized!with!the!presentation.
(c)!Web!pages!shall!be!designed!so!that!all!information!conveyed!with!color!is!also!available!without!color,!
for!example!from!context!or!markup.!
(d)!Documents!shall!be!organized!so!they!are!readable!without!requiring!an!associated!style!sheet.
(e)!Redundant!text!links!shall!be!provided!for!each!active!region!of!a!server"side!image!map.!
(f)!Client"side!image!maps!shall!be!provided!instead!of!server"side!image!maps!except!where!the!regions!
cannot!be!defined!with!an!available!geometric!shape.!
(g)!Row!and!column!headers!shall!be!identified!for!data!tables.
(h)!Markup!shall!be!used!to!associate!data!cells!and!header!cells!for!data!tables!that!have!two!or!more!
logical!levels!of!row!or!column!headers.!
(i)!Frames!shall!be!titled!with!text!that!facilitates!frame!identification!and!navigation.!
(j)!Pages!shall!be!designed!to!avoid!causing!the!screen!to!flicker!with!a!frequency!greater!than!2!Hz!and!
lower!than!55!Hz.!
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(k)!A!text"only!page,!with!equivalent!information!or!functionality,!shall!be!provided!to!make!a!web!site!
comply!with!the!provisions!of!this!part,!when!compliance!cannot!be!accomplished!in!any!other!way.!The!
content!of!the!text"only!page!shall!be!updated!whenever!the!primary!page!changes.!
(l)!When!pages!utilize!scripting!languages!to!display!content,!or!to!create!interface!elements,!the!
information!provided!by!the!script!shall!be!identified!with!functional!text!that!can!be!read!by!assistive!
technology.!
(m)!When!a!web!page!requires!that!an!applet,!plug"in!or!other!application!be!present!on!the!client!system!
to!interpret!page!content,!the!page!must!provide!a!link!to!a!plug"in!or!applet!that!complies!with!
§1194.21(a)!through!(l).!
(n)!When!electronic!forms!are!designed!to!be!completed!on"line,!the!form!shall!allow!people!using!
assistive!technology!to!access!the!information,!field!elements,!and!functionality!required!for!completion!
and!submission!of!the!form,!including!all!directions!and!cues.!
(o)!A!method!shall!be!provided!that!permits!users!to!skip!repetitive!navigation!links.!
(p)!When!a!timed!response!is!required,!the!user!shall!be!alerted!and!given!sufficient!time!to!indicate!more!
time!is!required.!

The current version of Section 508 guidelines are based on WCAG 1.0 priority 1
checkpoints (Brophy & Craven, 2007), with three extra guidelines that are unique to
Section 508 only (Fagan & Fagan, 2004). To establish a web site’s true accessibility
level, it is important to evaluate a site using both WCAG and Section 508 guidelines
(Lazar et al., 2003). Section 508 does not set ‘priorities’ like WCAG 1.0; therefore all
guidelines are required (Fagan & Fagan, 2004). Because most of the Section 508
guidelines are already included in WCAG 1.0, they seem to be less popular to use than
WCAG. Regardless, many studies still use these guidelines (Lazar et al., 2003; Kuzma,
2008; Bradbard & Peters, 2010). The Section 508 guidelines are currently being revised
(Access Board, 2010) to better reflect WCAG 2.0.

Other Guidelines
There are a few other web accessibility guidelines used in North America that are either
specific to a certain audience or as popular as WCAG 2.0 or Section 508. The National
Institute on Aging (NIA), together with the National Library of Medicine (NLM) created
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guidelines to improve the usability of a web site for older adults: those who have vision
loss, impaired hearing and/or impaired motor skills (Becker, 2004). These guidelines
deal with specific issues, such as text size, text font and color contrast. Canada’s
Common Look and Feel Standards, established in 2000, are used to meet usability criteria
along with WCAG 1.0 priorities 1 and 2 (Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat, 2008).

NYS Guideline History
In June of 2004, the NYS Office for Technology (NYSOFT) issued a version of web
accessibility guidelines required for all NYS government agencies called the Mandatory
Technology Standard S04-001 (NYS Forum, 2010). These guidelines were derived from
both WCAG 1.0 and Section 508. In August of 2008, the guidelines were changed to
account for outdated terminology, such as “applet” and “blink”, and to simplify the
guideline language (NYS Forum, n.d.). In May of 2010, NYSOFT abandoned the custom
S04-001 guidelines and created a policy for all NYS government web sites to comply
with Section 508’s § 1194.22 Web-Based Intranet and Internet Information and
Applications Guidelines and § 1194.31 Functional performance criteria (see Table 5)
(Accessibility of Web-Based Information and Applications, NYS-P08-005, 2010).

Table 5 - Section 508 § 1194.31 Functional Performance Criteria
Criteria!
(a)!At!least!one!mode!of!operation!and!information!retrieval!that!does!not!require!user!vision!shall!be!
provided,!or!support!for!assistive!technology!used!by!people!who!are!blind!or!visually!impaired!shall!be!
provided.!
(b)!At!least!one!mode!of!operation!and!information!retrieval!that!does!not!require!visual!acuity!greater!
than!20/70!shall!be!provided!in!audio!and!enlarged!print!output!working!together!or!independently,!or!
support!for!assistive!technology!used!by!people!who!are!visually!impaired!shall!be!provided.!
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(c)!At!least!one!mode!of!operation!and information!retrieval!that!does!not!require!user!hearing!shall!be!
provided,!or!support!for!assistive!technology!used!by!people!who!are!deaf!or!hard!of!hearing!shall!be!
provided.!
(d)!Where!audio!information!is!important!for!the!use!of!a!product,!at!least!one!mode!of!operation!and!
information!retrieval!shall!be!provided!in!an!enhanced!auditory!fashion,!or!support!for!assistive!hearing!
devices!shall!be!provided.!
(e)!At!least!one!mode!of!operation!and!information!retrieval!that!does!not!require!user!speech!shall!be!
provided,!or!support!for!assistive!technology!used!by!people!with!disabilities!shall!be!provided.!
(f)!At!least!one!mode!of!operation!and!information!retrieval!that!does!not!require!fine!motor!control!or!
simultaneous!actions!and!that!is!operable!with!limited!reach!and!strength!shall!be!provided.!

The researcher has presented several accessibility guidelines but this study will focus on
WCAG standards as they reflect on the accessibility of NYS government web sites.
Considering how new these guidelines are, how under-researched they have been, and
how popular the previous WCAG 1.0 were, makes it a great candidate for performing an
accessibility study. At one time, NYS partially based accessibility standards on WCAG
1.0; however it has yet to require the new 2.0 guidelines. In order to find out if WCAG
2.0 are indeed superior to WCAG 1.0, it is also a goal of this study to compare the
number of accessibility issues found using WCAG 2.0 to those found using WCAG 1.0.

Previous Studies on Government Web Accessibility
There have been several government web accessibility studies, with most using web
accessibility guidelines in combination with accessibility evaluation tools to check for
web page compliance. Automated evaluation tools scan the HTML of a web page and
generate a report of the accessibility violations found. Often these tools can evaluate
against WCAG, Section 508, or both. However, an automated tool cannot evaluate for all
guidelines. Therefore, additional manual human inspection is often necessary.
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US Government Studies
Many US government studies have chosen WCAG 1.0 over the Section 508 standards,
possibility since most of the Section 508 guidelines are already included in WCAG 1.0.
Very few studies have utilized the newer WCAG 2.0. Evaluation methods tend to vary
from study to study, but they usually use some sort of automated evaluation tool and
sometimes a manual inspection of the pages. Table 6 lists previous government studies.

Table 6 – US Government Accessibility Studies
Study!
Potter!(2002)!

Selection!
Alabama!government!home!
pages.!

Guidelines!
Method!
WCAG!1.0!and! Bobby!"!Evaluation!Tool
Section!508!
Manual!Inspection!

Fagan!&!Fagan!(2004)!

Legislature!home!pages!for!the!
50!states.!

WCAG!1.0

Bobby!"!Evaluation!Tool
!

Goette!(2006)!

Home!pages!of!the!50!US!states!
and!DC.!

WCAG!1.0

Bobby!"!Evaluation!Tool
Manual!Inspection!

Sligar!&!Xiaoming!
(2008)!

50!state!vocational!rehabilitation!
home!pages!

WCAG!1.0

Kuzma!et!al.!(2009)!

50!US!state!Senator!home!pages.

Lazar!(2010)!

Maryland!state!agency!web!sites.!

WEBXACT!–!Evaluation!
Tool!
!
WCAG!1.0,!!
Truwex!–!Evaluation!
WCAG!2.0!and! Tool!
Section!508!
JAWS!"!Screen!Reader!
Section!508!
Software!

Tools Used
An automated accessibility tool was often used in many US government studies. The
most prominent tools were Bobby, WebXact and Truwex.

Many accessibility studies have used the Bobby tool (Potter, 2002; Fagan & Fagan 2004;
Hackette et al., 2005; Goette et al., 2006; Shi, 2007) created in 1995 by the Center for
Applied Special Technology (CAST). CAST is comprised of a group of professionals in
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education research and policy, who are interested in “expanding learning opportunities
for all individuals, especially those with disabilities…” (CAST, n.d.). Bobby was a free
automated evaluation tool, used to check web pages for accessibility violations against
either WCAG 1.0 or Section 508. Bobby scanned the HTML code of a web page and
presented the user with a report showing which guidelines were violated and where in the
HTML they appeared (Goette et al., 2006). In 2004, the Watchfire Corporation, a
Massachusetts-based software company, bought the Bobby tool (CAST, n.d.) and IBM in
turn acquired Watchfire in 2007 (IBM, 2007). Bobby is no longer available as a free
standalone tool, but rather only as part of IBM’s Rational software suite (IBM, 2007).

Bobby’s successor was the WebXact tool, which had much of the same functionality as
Bobby. The Watchfire Corporation also created WebXact. Because IBM acquired the
Watchfire Corporation this tool has also been discontinued (CAST, n.d.).

The True Web Experience (Truwex) is a free online automated evaluation tool created by
Erigami, a Russian company specializing in website management software and founded
in 2001 (Erigami, 2007). A URL is entered into Truwex and the tool scans the HTML
looking for accessibility violations. The tool then generates a report showing what errors
were found. The online version of Truwex can evaluate against US Section 508 and
WCAG 1.0 only; however, previous studies have used this version against WCAG 2.0
(Kuzma, 2008)(Kuzma et al., 2009). The researcher will assume Erigami no longer
offers WCAG 2.0 assessment in its free Truwex version. The cost of the downloadable
Truwex version is $390 and must be installed on a web server (Erigami, 2007).
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Research
Potter (2002) performed a study on Alabama state government web sites selected from
the Alabama.gov portal. In January 2003, the researcher used Bobby to perform an
automated accessibility assessment against both WCAG 1.0 and Section 508 on the
homepage of each site. Data was collected on the number and type of violations found.
Bobby was unable to check for all guidelines. For instance, the tool could not determine
if the alternate text for an image was informative; therefore, manual inspections for
certain guidelines were also conducted. Potter found that only 19% of the pages
evaluated complied with WCAG 1.0 level A and just one page complied with level AA.
The most frequently occurring problem, with about 80% of the pages affected, was
failing to provide alternate text for images. Other common problems were of a similar
nature: not providing alternate text for image hot spots, applets, and form buttons.

Fagan & Fagan (2004) completed an accessibility evaluation on the 50 US legislative
home pages also using Bobby, but against WCAG 1.0 only. This study found that only
four states had no WCAG 1.0 level A problems and 95% of the pages had at least one
level AA or AAA problem. The most frequent problems were not providing text
equivalents for auditory and visual content, using absolute positioning (in pixels) rather
than a percentage, and failing to indicate the language of the text.

Goette et al. (2006) evaluated the 50 US state government home pages, as well as the
District of Columbia’s state government home page, again using Bobby against WCAG
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1.0 only. Similar to Potter, Goette also performed manual inspections of the home pages;
which only included verifying if there was a text-only version of the site available. In
Goette’s study, 29% of the pages contain at least one WCAG 1.0 level A problem. Not
providing alternate text for images was the most prominent issue. Only one page had no
level AA problems and no pages were free of level AAA problems.

Sligar & Xiaoming (2008) conducted a study on the 50 US state vocational rehabilitation
home pages. In 2006, researchers first reviewed all the homepages to find an accessibility
logo. Usually an accessibility logo indicates that the page had been previously evaluated.
If a web page is Section 508 or WCAG compliant, many automated tools offer a 'success'
graphic to be displayed (Sligar & Xiaoming, 2008). The researchers also looked for a
statement saying the page was accessible or for a link to a text-only version. In the next
step, the study conducted an automated evaluation using the WebXACT tool. This study
found that 68% of the home pages were WCAG 1.0 level A compliant, 20% were level
AA compliant and 4% were level AAA compliant. The most common level A problem
again was failing to provide alternate text for images, which occurred on 30% of the
pages. The most frequent problem for level AA, with 70% of the pages affected, was
failing to use relative positioning rather than absolute positioning.

Kuzma (2008) executed an evaluation on 50 US Senator home pages. Since US states
have two Senators, the study randomly chose one Senator site for each. The Truwex tool
was used in an evaluation against WCAG 1.0, WCAG 2.0 and Section 508. The study
found that only two pages were free of both WCAG 1.0 and Section 508 violations. Six
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pages were free of WCAG 1.0 violations; however, no page was free of WCAG 2.0
violations. The most common problems were not providing alternate text for images, not
providing alternative text for clickable images, low contrast between foreground and
background and device-dependent functionality.

Finally, Lazar (2010) completed an accessibility evaluation on Maryland’s state agency
web sites. This study chose fifteen agency websites randomly from the Maryland.gov
portal using Microsoft Excel’s random number generator. Rather than using an
evaluation tool to check for accessibility, this study ran screen-reading software called
JAWS on the web pages against Section 508 standards. Freedom Scientific, a producer
of assistive technologies specifically for the blind and individuals with low vision,
created the JAWS software (Freedom Scientific, 2010). JAWS reads the content of a
web page to the user aloud in synthesized speech. There is also an option to have JAWS
provide Braille output rather than speech (Freedom Scientific, 2010b). This type of
assistive technology might be similar to what an actual disabled person would use to
interact with web sites. If the JAWS software had problems interpreting the content, it
would be evident immediately. Fourteen sites has at least one Section 508 violation. The
two violations seen most often were failing to provide alternate text and not providing the
ability to skip navigational menus.

Foreign Government Studies
Because this research was unable to find many recent US government accessibility
studies that offered a solid WCAG 2.0 method, the literature review will also show
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several previous foreign government accessibility studies. Table 7 shows a comparison
of these foreign government studies.

Table 7 – Foreign Government Accessibility Studies
Study!
Shi!(2007)!

Selection!
324!home!pages!
of!local!Chinese!
government!
sites!
Mulvey!(2008)! Irish!state!
government!
websites.!
Kuzma!(2010)! UK!e"
government!
sites.!

Guidelines!
WCAG!1.0!Priority!1

Method!
Bobby!" Evaluation!Tool!

Section!508,!WCAG!1.0,!and!
WCAG!2.0!

AChecker,!Wave,!Total!Validator,!&!
Cynthia!Says!!"!Evaluation!Tools!

WCAG!1.0!and!WCAG!2.0

Truwex!" Evaluation!Tool

Tools Used
Foreign government studies also used the Bobby and Truwex automated accessibility
tools. In addition, these studies utilized the AChecker, Wave and Total Validator tools.

Created by the ATRC group at the University of Toronto in January 2006, AChecker is a
free online evaluation tool that assesses against WCAG 1.0, WCAG 2.0 and Section 508
(Mulvey, 2008). AChecker evaluates a web page by scanning the code of a URL
reference or uploaded HTML file. Mulvey found the tool to be unavailable on several
days of his study.

The Wave evaluation tool is available as a free online tool or as a Firefox tool bar and
was first created in 2001 by WebAim (Wave, 2010b). The URL of a page can either be
entered, an HTML file can be uploaded or HTML can be copied into the tool (Wave,
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2010). Wave shows accessibility issues visually on the web page itself, rather than listing
out problems in a separate report. Mulvey did not use this tool to evaluate against
WCAG 2.0. It was unable to determine from Wave’s web site what guidelines it
currently evaluates against.

Created in 2005, Total Validator is a free online tool or downloadable program. The
online version only allows for 15 evaluations per day (Mulvey, 2008). Total Validator
can evaluate an entire site, not just one page at a time. This tool checks for not only
accessibility, but also for HTML validation, spelling, and broken links. The URL of the
site to be evaluated is entered into the tool and the tool reports on the violations found.
The tool can evaluate against WCAG 1.0, WCAG 2.0 and Section 508 guidelines (Total
Validator, 2010).

Finally, the HiSoftware Company created Cynthia Says, a free online evaluation tool that
checks against WCAG 1.0 and Section 508. Similar to many of the other tools, the URL
of a web page is entered and an evaluation report is displayed returning the violation
results.

Research
Shi (2007) performed an assessment of accessibility on 324 local Chinese government
home pages in December 2004, using the Bobby evaluation tool against the WCAG 1.0
level A guidelines. Manual inspections were not performed. The study evaluated all the
web sites listed on China’s local government portal, govonline.cn. The study found no
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pages were WCAG 1.0 level A compliant. The most common violation, occurring on
99.7% of the pages, was not providing alternate text for images. Other frequent problems
included not providing alternate text for image hot spots on 40.7 % of the pages, having
no alternate text for form buttons on 39.8% of the pages, and not giving each frame a title
on 36.7% of the pages.

Mulvey (2008) evaluated five Ireland government web sites using an assortment of
evaluation tools including AChecker, Wave, Total Validator and Cynthia Says against
WCAG 1.0, WCAG 2.0 and Section 508. The sites were chosen based on their presence
in previous studies and their potential importance to a disabled person. Mulvey found
that providing a summary in layout tables and not giving alternate text for links were the
main violations of the first agency site evaluated. On the second site, only two pages
passed the WCAG 2.0 level A evaluation and the site had 287 known violations. The
most common problems were using absolute instead of relative positioning of elements
and empty alternate text. On the third site, most pages passed WCAG 1.0 level A;
however no pages passed the WCAG 2.0 evaluation. On the fourth site, the most
common WCAG 1.0 problem was using a summary in a layout table. The last site
seemed to do well under the WCAG 1.0 evaluation, with 94.44% of the pages passing.
The most common problems were failing to provide alternate text for links and the
incorrect nesting of header tags.

Kuzma et al. (2010) conducted a study on the accessibility of UK Parliament web sites.
The study chose one hundred thirty House of Common websites randomly from the UK
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Parliament portal. The evaluation process began with the selection of an automated
evaluation tool. A tool was chosen based on how well accessibility guideline checkpoints
were determined. The process of evaluation and number of tools looked at was not
included in the literature. The Truwex online evaluation tool, as mentioned previously,
was used to evaluate the homepages against WCAG 1.0 and WCAG 2.0. Kuzma found
that only 30% of the pages were WCAG 1.0 compliant and only 5% were WCAG 2.0
compliant. The most common 1.0 level A violation was failing to provide alternate text
for images followed by failing to provide alternate text for links and then not providing a
title for frames. WCAG 1.0 level A issues included inadequate foreground and
background contrast and not providing a label on form fields. The most common WCAG
2.0 level A error was relying soley on color to convey a message and not identifying the
natural language of the text.

Table 8 shows a comparison of the all studies reviewed and the tools each one used. As
seen in the table, only AChecker and Total Validator seem capable of evaluating against
WCAG 2.0 at this time. Therefore, this study will potentially use one of these tools in the
evaluation of NYS agency web sites.

Table 8 - Government Studies & Tool Used
Study!
Potter!(2002)!
Fagan!&!Fagan!(2004)!

Availability!
Unavailable

WCAG!1.0!/!WCAG!
2.0!
N/A!

AChecker

Available

Both!

WAVE

Available

Unknown!

Tool!Used!
Bobby!
!!

Goette!(2006)!
Shi!(2007)!
Mulvey!(2008)!
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Total!Validator

Available

Both!

Cynthia!Says!!

Available

WCAG!1.0!only

Sligar!&!Xiaoming!(2008)!

WebXact

Unavailable

N/A!

Kuzma!et!al.!(2009)!

TruWex

Available

WCAG!1.0!only

Kuzma!(2010)!

TruWex

Available

WCAG!1.0!only

Lazar!(2010)!

JAWS!– Screen!Reader

Commercial!Version!
only!

Neither!

NYS-Specific and Other Tools
At one time there was a NYS-specific accessibility tool; however, it is no longer
available. HiSoftware created the tool in 2008 and named it the NYS Accessibility
Validation Tool (NYSAVT) (HiSoftware, n.d.)As mentioned previously, NYS had
developed and used a customized set of accessibility guidelines consisting of WCAG 1.0,
Section 508, and custom guidelines (NYS Forum, 2010). The tool's purpose was to find
these NYS-specific guidelines (HiSoftware, n.d.). However, in May of 2010 it was
decided that NYS government agencies should begin using the Section 508 guidelines to
achieve web accessibility (Accessibility of Web-Based Information and Applications,
NYS-P08-005, 2010), making the NYS specific evaluation tool obsolete and no longer
available.

Besides the tools already mentioned, out of the 120+ tools listed on W3C’s website, the
researcher found only the TAW Online tool to be free and evaluate against both WCAG
1.0 and WCAG 2.0 (W3C, 2006). However, the tool’s main web site is in Spanish and
the WCAG 2.0 evaluation is only available in a beta test version (TAW, n.d.). Therefore,
TAW Online will be eliminated as a potential assessment tool for this study. Not all the
tools listed on the W3C site evaluate HTML using accessibility guidelines; some
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exclusively check for HTML validation, CSS validation, web site color contrast, content
readability and/or text-only emulation (W3C, 2006).

Conclusion
In conclusion, e-government is an important initiative for making government
information and services available on the Web. It provides citizens with the option of
accessing government content from anywhere, as opposed to physically visiting a state
agency office. Even though there are several benefits of e-government, access to the
information may be limited to certain individuals.

Those with disabilities could be excluded from accessing government content on the web.
Such disabilities may include the blind, the deaf, those with physical impairments and
those with cognitive impairments. Each type of disability may require specific coding of
a web page’s HTML code so all users can access the content efficiently. If developers
and maintainers do not produce pages in the correct format, many individuals with
disabilities may be barred from the information.

Thankfully, there are several sets of guidelines available to aid web site developers in
building accessible pages. Among these are two popular guidelines: Section 508 and
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG). Many more studies have used WCAG
than the Section 508 guidelines.
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The first version of WCAG was very popular and widely used throughout the world.
However, these guidelines became outdated. The replacement for the guidelines were the
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) version 2.0. Currently, there has been
little research on assessing web sites using this set of guidelines, even though they have
been out since late 2008.

As the literature showed, the process of performing a web site accessibility assessment
usually includes the use of an automated accessibility evaluation tool to capture the errors
found. Also, sometimes a human must perform a manual evaluation of the code or visual
page to verify certain guidelines that the tool is unable to determine. As of August 2010,
many of the freely available tools do not yet evaluate against WCAG 2.0. This leaves
many web creators at a loss as to how to check their sites for accessibility. This research
only found two tools that were WCAG 2.0 capable: AChecker and Total Validator.

Since WCAG 1.0 were once so popular and previously recommended for use by NYS
government agencies it is imperative that research is performed on current NYS agency
web sites using the WCAG 2.0 guidelines. In the next few sections of this proposal we
will evaluate the two tools mentioned above: AChecker and Total Validator, to verify
which would be best to use in this WCAG 2.0 study. We will then discuss how this study
will select the NYS agency web sites for accessibility evaluation and how many pages the
study will look at within each site. Finally, we will show how data will be collected and
in which format it will be presented in.
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PROCEDURE
Instrument Selection

Before the project could begin, the appropriate accessibility assessment tool had to be
determined. The literature review helped to narrow down two automated evaluation
tools, AChecker and Total Validator, which currently assess for both WCAG 2.0 and
WCAG 1.0. We chose one of these tools by conducting an evaluation based on their ease
of use, availability and the number of violations found. The following tool evaluations
were performed between September 3 and September 7, 2010.

Both AChecker and Total Validator are available either as an online or desktop tool. This
study reviewed and will potentially use the online version of each tool only. First, a NYS
agency web site was selected from the agencies listed on the NYS government portal.
The Adirondack Park Agency was the first agency listed on the portal and used to
evaluate both AChecker and Total Validator. Each tool defaults to WCAG 2.0 level AA
assessment; however, this can be changed within each tools’ assessment options. We
first ran each tool against WCAG 1.0 level A and then against WCAG 2.0 level A. Both
tools evaluate one page for each URL entered, they do not check secondary links to other
pages.

AChecker
AChecker is available at: http://www.achecker.ca/checker/index.php. Figure 1 shows a
screen shot of the AChecker start page. The URL for the Adirondack Park Agency,
http://www.apa.state.ny.us/, was entered into the tool. It took 58 seconds for the WCAG
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1.0 level A results to appear and 87 seconds for the WCAG 2.0 level A results to appear.
AChecker showed 0 known problems, 19 likely problems, and 35 potential problems for
WCAG 1.0. The tool found 17 known problems, 80 likely problems, and 192 potential
problems for WCAG 2.0. This would make sense as WCAG 2.0 is supposed to be more
comprehensive than WCAG 1.0. As defined by the AChecker help (AChecker
Handbook, n. d.), known problems are “identified with certainty as accessibility barriers”
and must be resolved. Likely problems are “probable barriers, but require a human
decision” and most likely need to be resolved. Finally, potential problems are those that
“AChecker cannot identify” and require a human decision. In many cases of potential
problems, merely checking to see if a problem is not present will be sufficient. AChecker
divides the violations found into the three problem categories and lists them under
individual tabs (see Figure 2). The line number, guideline violated and actual code
snippet are displayed for each error.
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Figure 1 - AChecker - Start Page
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Figure 2 - AChecker - Results Page

Total Validator
Total Validator is available at: http://www.totalvalidator.com. Figure 3 shows the Total
Validator start page. The Adirondack Park Agency URL was entered into the tool and
results came back in 6 seconds for WCAG 1.0 level A and 5 seconds for WCAG 2.0 level
A. For WCAG 1.0, there were only five errors and five warnings. For WCAG 2.0, there
were seven errors and six warnings. Total Validator presented the results in three
sectioned areas. The first section consisted of a summary, showing what and how many
errors were found (see Figure 4). The next section showed the errors highlighted within
the source code (see Figure 5). The last section contained a reference of what each error
meant (see Figure 6).
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Figure 3 - Total Validator - Start Page
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Figure 4 - Total Validator - Result Page - Summary
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Figure 5 - Total Validator - Result Page – Page Layout
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Figure 6 - Total Validator - Result Page - WCAG v2 Errors

Conclusion
As stated previously, the study evaluated each tool based on ease of use, availability and
the number of errors found.

Table 9 shows a comparison of the two tools. Both tools were straightforward in entering
a URL and selecting options. However, AChecker was much slower than Total Validator
in returning results. AChecker’s presentation of results was more readable; showing
information on one or two lines for each error. With Total Validator, it was necessary to
scroll up and down the page to find errors and their meaning. Regarding availability,
another study (Mulvey, 2008) observed that AChecker tool was unavailable for several
days. This was not experienced in the above evaluation. Total Validator has a limitation
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of 15 assessments per day. Therefore, based on what we know, AChecker is more
available. Finally, AChecker found more minor errors for WCAG 1.0 and overall errors
for 2.0. However, Total Validator found five major errors under WCAG 1.0, where
AChecker found none. In taking a closer look at these errors, AChecker also found them
but listed them under potential problems rather than known problems. Overall, AChecker
found more problems, including all the ones Total Validator did, therefore making this
tool seem more thorough.

Table 9 - Comparison of AChecker and Total Validator
!
Ease!of!Use!

Availability!
Violations!
Found!

AChecker!
One!Page!at!a!Time
Options!Can!be!Changed!
Slow!Result!Generation!
Easy!to!Read!Results!
!
No!Restrictions!

Total!Validator!
One!Page!at!a!Time!
Options!Can!be!Changed!
Quick!Result!Generation!
Cumbersome!Results!

WCAG!1.0:!!0!Known,!19!Likely,!35!
Potential!
WCAG!2.0:!!17!Known,!80!Likely,!192!
Potential!

WCAG!1.0:!!5!Errors,!5!Warnings
WCAG!2.0:!!7!Errors,!6!Warnings!

15!Evaluations!per!Day!

From this mini-evaluation, we chose AChecker as the tool to use in this study for WCAG
2.0 and WCAG 1.0 evaluation on NYS government web sites.

Project Design

The methodology to be applied includes the use of the AChecker tool to evaluate NYS
government web pages for WCAG 2.0 accessibility, as well as the implementation of the
Failure Rate metric. The project process will consist of three main stages.
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The first stage will include the random selection of 20 web sites from the NYS
government portal. As of May 2010, there were a total of 110 NYS agencies listed on the
portal. As performed in Lazar’s (2010) study on Maryland government sites, the Excel
number generator will be utilized to randomly select NYS government web sites. This
will be accomplished by entering each agency web site name into a column on an Excel
spreadsheet and generating a random number alongside each name. This approach will
ensure the web sites are not chosen with any preference.

In the second stage, the home pages of the 20 random web sites will be evaluated using
first the AChecker tool and then the Failure Rate (FR) metric methodology mentioned
above. Each home page URL will be entered into the AChecker tool and evaluated for
WCAG 2.0 A only. As mentioned previously, AChecker shows errors in three
categories: known problems, likely problems and potential problems. The results for
each home page will be captured within a data table. After all homepages are evaluated,
the FR of each page will be calculated and the web sites will be ranked from highest FR
to lowest FR.

In the last stage, four illustrative NYS agency web sites will be chosen from the group of
20 ranked home pages. The chosen sites will be #1, #7, #14 and #20. The home pages of
the four sites, as well as three pages that link from the home page of each site, will be
evaluated. There will be two evaluations performed; one against WCAG 2.0 and one
against WCAG 1.0. The AChecker tool will be used to find all 2.0 A known problems
and used again to find all 1.0 AA known problems. Then the FR will be calculated for
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each of these pages as well. The information will again be captured in data tables. There
will be one table showing a comparison of WCAG 2.0 and 1.0 for each web site
evaluated.

This study will also employ crawling software to archive all evaluated pages and the
evaluation results. This will be done using a Firefox extension called Scrapbook created
by Gomita. These captured pages will serve as a time capsule for the work done. The
web site deliverable will also refer to these archived pages

The final components of this study will include a report, a web site and a presentation.
The report will show the results of the study conducted, including a discussion and
conclusion section. The web site will contain the results from the study and links to all
captured pages.

Project Web Site
One deliverable of this project is the development of a web site that will contain all the
project information. This section will discuss the technology, the look and feel, and the
structure of the web site.

Technology
The researcher has built a project web site using Hypertext Markup Language (HTML)
and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). The use of CSS allowed a separation of the content
from the presentation. A CSS file controls color, font styling, and element positioning.
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The HTML contains content. The researcher chose these technologies because they can
be used to create accessible web sites (W3C, 1999). Figure 7 and Figure 8 show samples
of the HTML and CSS code to be that was used.

Figure 7 - Sample HTML code for Project Web Site.
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" xml:lang="en"
lang="en">
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf8" />
<title>Website Title :: Secondary Page - Title</title>
<!-- css file -->
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="project.css" />
</head>
<body>
<!-- header -->
<div id="header"><h1>Site Title</h1></div>
<!-- menu -->
<div id="nav">
<ul>
<li><a href="#">Link 1</a></li>
<li><a href="#">Link 2</a></li>
<li><a href="#">Link 3</a></li>
</ul>
</div>
<!-- content -->
<div id="content">
<h1>Page Title</h1>
<p>Content goes here…</p>
<h2>Sub-Title</h2>
<p>Content goes here…</p>
</div>
<!-- footer -->
<div id="footer"></div>
</body>
</html>

Figure 8 - Sample CSS code for Project Web Site.
body {
margin:0px;
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padding:0px;
font:1em Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
}
div#header {
height:50px;
background-color:#F5F8FC; /*light blue*/
border-top:1px solid #387BA6;
border-bottom:1px solid #387BA6;
}
div#header h1 {
margin-top:0px;
padding:.5em 0 0 .5em;
color:#081C59;/*dark blue*/
}
div#nav {position:absolute;
width:150px;
left:0px;
top:60px;
padding:0 0 0 0;
margin:5px 0 0 15px;
}
div#nav ul {
margin-left:0;
padding-left: 0;
border-bottom:1px solid #B17725;
font-weight:bold;
font-size:.75em;
list-style-type:none;
background-color:#ffffff;
}
div#nav ul li{
padding:5px 0 5px 0;
display:block;
background-color:#FFFBE7;
border-left:1px solid #B17725; *light yellow*/
border-top:1px solid #B17725;
border-right:1px solid #B17725;
}
div#nav ul li a{
color:#387BA6;
padding:3px; text-decoration:none;
}
div#content {
margin: 20px 0 0 165px;
padding:0 1em;
}
div#content h1{
font-size:1em;
color:#B17725;/*brown*/
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}
div#content h2{
font-size:.8em;
color:#387BA6;/*medium blue*/
}
div#content p{
font-size:.8em;
}
div#footer {
height:45px;
border-top:1px solid #387BA6;
border-bottom:1px solid #387BA6;
background-color:#F5F8FC;} /*light blue*/

The HTML and CSS code was edited using both Adobe Dreamweaver CS3 and
Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 2004. The finished web site was moved to the
researcher’s student web space and is available at:
https://people.sunyit.edu/~palmok/Project . Copies of the web site will also be submitted
electronically via CD or other means required.

Font, Colors & Layout
This section describes the look and feel of the web site. The design template that was
used for this project can be seen in Figure 9.
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Figure 9 – Design Template of Project Web Site

All web site text was in the Verdana font. This is a sans serif font and is among a short
list of fonts that are both easy to read on a computer screen and available on most
computers (WebAim, n.d.). If a computer rendering the web site does not have Verdana
font, the use of another san serif font will automatically be applied. Font size is at a
comfortable level for most people without disabilities. Individuals with disabilities will
be able to increase the font size using their browser (WebAim, n.d.).

Since this web site deals with New York State agency accessibility, the colors were
inspired by the NYS flag (See Figure 10). There is a high contrast between background
color and font color, which should provide good readability for users with low vision or
who are color blind. Few images were used on the site. The images that were used have
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alternate text associated with them. Data from the study has been shown in tables, not
images, whenever possible.

Figure 10 - New York State Flag

Each page of the site has a consistent layout. This helps the user know what to expect
and where elements are located from page to page (Georgia Southern University, n.d.).
All pages include a header at the top that shows the web site name and a navigation menu
down the left-hand side. The only portion of the page that changes is the center content
area. A footer is located at the bottom of each page that contains copyright information
and a link to the PDF version of this written project paper.

Structure
The components of the web site include an introduction the project evaluation,
limitations, conclusion, possible implications, and potential future research. There is also
a section devoted to the most frequently seen WCAG 2.0 A problems and their
resolutions.
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Figure 11 shows the structure of the web site. All menu items will be available on all
pages, so the user can jump from section to section with ease.
Figure 11 – Project Web Site Structure

Main Menu

Limitations

Future Research
Evaluation
Conclusion
Implications
Archived Pages
Common Problems

The ‘Evaluation’ section provides links to all the archived NYS agencies that were used
in the study and their AChecker result pages. The ‘Conclusion’ contains links to the
resolutions of frequently seen WCAG 2.0 problems.

Challenges
Because this study dealt with the accessibility of web pages, the researcher wanted the
project web site to be WCAG 2.0 level A accessible. Therefore, once the web site was
completed and moved to the student server space, the researcher entered the URL of each
project web page into the AChecker tool and evaluated it. Any violations found were
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resolved, with one exception. On the Evaluation and Conclusion screens, AChecker
reported one known problem: 1.3.1 - data table with more than one row/column of
headers does not use id and headers attributes to identify cells. This violation occurs
when a table has more than one row of table headers or <th> tags. Figure 12 shows an
illustration of this situation:

Figure 12 – Table with More than One Row of Headers
<table>
<tr><th></th><th>Known Problems</th><th>Failure Rates</th></tr>
<tr><th>Guidelines</th><td>100</td><td>50%</td></tr>
</table>

In this above example, there are th tags in more than one row of the table. However on
the project web pages, the researcher did not implement tables in this manner. Perhaps,
the AChecker violation occurred because the tables in question were long or contained a
significant amount of data.

Implementation

The following section will provide a detailed explanation of the current study, as well as
any problems or challenges that were faced. The research performed in this study was
conducted from Monday, October 25, 2010 through Friday, November 5, 2010.

Phase 1 - Selection of 20 Random NYS Agency Web Sites
All NYS agencies listed on the NYS Government web site were copied alphabetically
into one column within a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Several of the web sites were
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available in more than one language; in these cases the English version was used. To
ensure no web sites were missed during the copy and paste process into Excel, the
researcher visually compared the completed spreadsheet list to the original listing on the
NYS Government web site.

In the column directly next to each web site name, a random number between 1 and 1000
was generated using the Excel RANDBETWEEN function. Since the generated numbers
would change whenever any action was taken on the spreadsheet (i.e. copy, paste, sort,
etc.), the randomly generated numbers needed to have their original values duplicated
into a third column. The researcher did this by copying all the generated numbers and
pasting their ‘values’ into the third column, using the ‘paste special’ option. These values
were then sorted from lowest to highest. The 20 web sites with the lowest generated
numbers were selected for further analysis in the study. Table 10 shows the web sites
that were chosen.

Table 10 - Randomly Selected NYS Agency Web Sites
!

Web!Site

Random!
Number!

Original!Random!
Number!Value!

1!

Public!Employment!Relations!Board

701!

2!

2!

Insurance!Department

298!

17!

3!

New!York!State!Law!Revision!Commission

590!

18!

4!

Teachers'!Retirement!System

634!

40!

5!

Judicial!Conduct,!Commission!on

591!

47!

6!

Education,!Department!of

437!

49!

7!

Children!and!Families,!Council!on

563!

51!

8!

Senate,!New!York!State

47!

54!

9!

Adirondack!Park!Agency

327!

60!

10!

Energy!Research!and!Development!Authority

771!

63!

11!

State!Comptroller,!Office!of

131!

64!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!
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12!

Quality!of!Care!and!Advocacy!for!Persons!with!Disabilities,!
Commission!on

800!

73!

13!

Correction,!Commission!of

132!

85!

14!

Labor,!Department!of

425!

88!

15!

Technology,!Office!for

79!

93!

16!

Empire!State!Development

652!

115!

17!

Battery!Park!City!Authority

184!

116!

18!

Authority!Budget!Office

69!

118!

19!

Health,!Department!of

646!

126!

20!

Military!and!Naval!Affairs,!Division!of

274!

132!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

Phase 2 – Evaluating WCAG 2.0 A Accessibility of Home Pages
Using Mozilla Firefox 3.6.11, the researcher opened each of the 20 home pages, copied
their URL into the AChecker automated evaluation tool, and evaluated each page for
WCAG 2.0 A. Each home page and known problem result page was archived using the
Scrapbook Firefox add-on. Table 11 shows the NYS agency home pages sorted by the
most known WCAG 2.0 A accessibility problems, as discovered by the AChecker tool.
In instances where two web sites had the same number of known problems, the
researcher also used the likely problems in the ranking.

Table 11 - NYS Agencies Ranked by Known AChecker WCAG 2.0 A Problems
!
!

AChecker!WCAG!2.0!A!
Problems!
Known! Likely! Potential

Web!Page!

1!

Energy!Research!and!Development!Authority

2!

Public!Employment!Relations!Board

3!

Military!and!Naval!Affairs,!Division!of

4!

Senate,!New!York!State

5!

123!

83!

334!

49!

55!

171!

34!

156!

298!

30!

197!

341!

Teachers'!Retirement!System

23!

61!

208!

6!

Adirondack!Park!Agency

17!

81!

193!

7!

Authority!Budget!Office

12!

37!

76!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

51

8!

Empire!State!Development
!

10!

39!

103!

9!

103!

282!

8!

59!

137!

8!

11!

54!

9!

Technology,!Office!for

10!

Insurance!Department

11!

Battery!Park!City!Authority

12!

Judicial!Conduct,!Commission!on

7!

114!

140!

13!

State!Comptroller,!Office!of

7!

112!

212!

14!

4!

49!

139!

15!

Education,!Department!of
Quality!of!Care!and!Advocacy!for!Persons!with!Disabilities,!
Commission!on

4!

35!

144!

16!

Children!and!Families,!Council!on

2!

72!

176!

17!

Correction,!Commission!of

2!

27!

69!

18!

New!York!State!Law!Revision!Commission

2!

12!

20!

19!

Health,!Department!of

0!

75!

128!

20!

Labor,!Department!of

0!

0!

0!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

Failure Rate
After discovering each of the known accessibility issues, the 20 pages then were
evaluated using the Failure Rate (FR) metric. Created by Sullivan and Matson (2000),
FR looks at the number of known problems in a web page (k) and divides them by the
number of potential problems that could have occurred on the page for that problem (p).
For instance, if a web page was missing alternate text for one image, but ten images on
the entire page had alternate text; the failure rate for that accessibility problem would be
1/10 or 10%. In other words, the author of the web page had a 10% chance of
implementing that guideline incorrectly. The use of a metric gives the web page a score,
rather than merely saying it is accessible or not. Figure 13 shows the formula for
computing FR.

Figure 13 - Failure Rate Formula
FR = (known problems) K / (problem potential) P
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FR was the first metric to be applied to accessibility calculations (Parmanto & Zeng,
2004). The metric provides a continuous rather than dichotomous accessibility
measurement (Leuthold et al., 2008). FR was chosen for this study over other
accessibility metrics because of its simplicity, its ability to be applied to WCAG and its
absolute and quantitative results (Brajnik, 2007).

FRs were initially calculated only for the known violations found by the AChecker tool.
Meaning, if a page had three known problems, the total problem potential would be
determined for those three problems only. Table 12 shows two examples of these
calculations.

Table 12 - Sample of Initial Known Problem Failure Rates
Known!
Web!Page!
AChecker!Known!Problem!
Problem!
Description!
List!
Rank!
1!
Energy!Research!and!
Development!
Document!has!invalid!language!
Authority
code.!
!
Document!language!not!
identified.!
!
Image!used!as!anchor!is!missing!
valid!Alt!text.!!
!
input!element,!type!of!"text",!
missing!an!associated!label!
!
Label!text!is!empty.!
!

!
!
!
!
!
!

input!element,!type!of!"text",!
has!no!text!in!label.!!
script!not!keyboard!accessible!"
onmouseout!missing!onblur.!
onmouseover!event!handler!
missing!onfocus!event!handler.!

#!Known!
Problems!
(K)!

#!Problem!
Potential!
(P)!

1!

1!

1!

1!

4!

22!

1!

1!

2!

2!

1!

1!

53!

53!

53!

53!

Anchor!contains!no!text.!
img!element!missing!alt!
attribute.!!

4!

78!

1!

49!

Layout!table!has!a!summary.!!

2!

13!

53

Failure!
Rate!
(K/P)!

!

Totals:!

!
18!

274!

1!

1!

1!

1!

2!

2!

45%!

!
New!York!State!Law!
Revision!
Commission
!

!

123!

Document!has!invalid!language!
code.!
Document!language!not!
identified.!

!

Totals:!

100%!

As indicated in Table 12, applying the FR metric to only known violations posed a
problem. In some cases, it gave a better FR to pages with more violations and a worse
FR to pages with fewer violations. The Energy Research and Development Authority
(ERDA) page had 123 known violations. Whereas, the NYS Law Revision Commission
(LRC) page had only two known violations. However, by only applying FR to these
known problems, ERDA had a FR of 45%, and LRC had a FR of 100%. Since ERDA
had a more opportunities for violation potential, its FR was lower. To the researcher, this
seemed misleading. Therefore, it was necessary to come up with a constant set of
accessibility criteria to be looked at on all pages, regardless of whether a violation for
those criteria had occurred on that page.

Sullivan and Matson (2000) originally used the FR metric with a selection of WCAG 1.0
A checkpoints. The current study needed to apply the metric to a selection of WCAG 2.0
A success criteria. AChecker does 50 different checks for WCAG 2.0 A known
problems. Therefore, the manual process for finding the potential violations of these
checks would have to occur 50 times on each of the 20 pages. To make the process more
efficient, the researcher chose one violation check for each success criteria that AChecker
evaluated for. As a result, 12 universal 2.0 A criteria checks were performed on each
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web page, regardless of whether a violation had been found by AChecker or not. Table
13 lists the twelve criteria checks. To verify the number of potential violation
occurrences, the researcher opened each page in an editor and manually searched the
code for a term pertinent to the violation. This can also be seen in Table 13.

Table 13 - WCAG 2.0 A Manual Checks Performed
WCAG!2.0!A!
Success!Criteria!

Description

Manual!Search

1.1.1!

All!img!elements!have!an!alt!attribute.!

<img!

1.3.1!

All!input!elements,!type!of!"text",!have!an!explicitly!
associated!label.!!!

type=”text”!

1.4.1!

All!text!colors!or!no!text!colors!are!set.!!

<body!

2.1.1!

All!onmouseover!event!handlers!have!an!associated!
onfocus!event!handler.!!

onmouseover!

2.2.1!

Meta!refresh!is!not!used!with!a!time"out.!!

http"equiv="refresh"!

2.2.2!

marquee!element!is!not!used.!!

marquee!

2.4.1!

All!frames!have!a!title!attribute.!!

<frame!

2.4.2!

Document!contains!a!title!element.!!!

<title!

2.4.4!

Each!source!anchor!contains!text.!!!

<a!href!

3.1.1!

lang!

3.3.2!

Document!has!required!lang!attribute(s).!!!
Each!label!associated!with!an!input!element!contains!
text.!!

4.1.1!

id!attributes!must!be!unique.!!

Id=!

<label!

Table 14 shows an example of how the Failure Rate (FR) was computed for an entire web
page, the Public Employment Relations Board (PERB) home page. First, the researcher
applied all known AChecker problems to the 12 criteria checks. For instance, AChecker
found one violation for criteria ‘3.1.1 - document has required lang attribute(s)’, therefore
a ‘1’ was entered into the ‘Known Problems (K)’ column for that criterion. A manual
search for the lang string, in this case, provided the potential number of occurrences for
this violation; which was also one. Thus, a ‘1’ was also entered into the ‘Problem
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Potential (P)’ column. This was done for all known problems discovered by AChecker.
If an AChecker problem was found not included in the 12 universal checks, it was placed
under ‘Additional AChecker Known Problems’. These additional problems were
considered page specific and the potential for their occurrence was only checked on the
pages that had the problem. The entire page FR was calculated by adding up all the
problem potentials for the page (P) and dividing that by the total known page problems
(K) for the page.

Each of the 12 checks were manually searched for, whether there was a AChecker
violation discovered for it or not. For instance, the PERB page had no images without
alternate text, yet the researcher still determined the potential for that problem to occur.
Any commented out web page code was not used in the study. Either Adobe
Dreamweaver CS3 or Macromedia Dreamweaver MX were used to both view and search
through web page code.

Table 14 - WCAG 2.0 A Failure Rate Computation for Entire Page
2.0!A!
Criteria!Description!and!
Success!
Manual!Search!Term!
Criteria!
Public!Employment!Relations!Board!!
(Web!Page)!
Twelve!Universal!Criteria!
!
Checks!
All!img!elements!have!an!alt!
1.1.1!
attribute.!(<img)!
All!input!elements,!type!of!
"text",!have!an!explicitly!
1.3.1!
associated!label.!!(type="text”)!
All!text!colors!or!no!text!colors!
1.4.1!
are!set.!(<body)!
All!onmouseover!event!handlers!
have!an!associated!onfocus!
2.1.1!
event!handler.!(onmouseover)!

Known!
Problems!
(K)!
!
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Problem! Failure!
Potential! Rate!
(P)!
(K/P)!
!

!

Manual!
Problems!
(M)!

Re"
Calculated!
FR!(M/P)!

!

!

!

!

0!

28!

0.00%!

0!

!

0!

0!

0.00%!

0!

!

0!

1!

0.00%!

0!

!

21!

21!

100.00
%!

21!

!

2.2.1!
2.2.2!
2.4.1!
2.4.2!
2.4.4!
3.1.1!

3.3.2!
4.1.1!
!
3.1.1!
1.1.1!

2.1.1!
!

Meta!refresh!is!not!used!with!a!
time"out.!(http"equiv="refresh”)!
marquee!element!is!not!used.!
(marquee)!
All!frames!have!a!title!attribute.!
(!<frame)!
Document!contains!a!title!
element.!!(<title)!
Each!source!anchor!contains!
text.!!(<a!href)!
Document!has!required!lang!
attribute(s).!!(lang)!
Each!label!associated!with!an!
input!element!contains!text.!
(<label')!
id!attributes!must!be!unique.!!
(id=)!
Additional!AChecker!Known!
Problems!
Document!has!invalid!language!
code.!!(lang)!
Image!used!as!anchor!is!missing!
valid!Alt!text.!(<img)!
script!not!keyboard!accessible!"
onmouseout!missing!onblur.!
(onmouseout)!
Total!Page!FR!Calculation:!

0!

0!

0.00%!

0!

!

0!

0!

0.00%!

0!

!

0!

0!

0.00%!

0!

!

0!

1!

0.00%!

0!

!

0!

56!

5!

!

1!

1!

0.00%!
100.00
%!

1!

!

0!

0!

0.00%!

0!

!

0!

0!

0.00%!

0!

!

!
1!

1!

5!

28!

21!

21!

49!

158!

100.00
%!
17.86
%!
100.00
%!
31.01
%!

!
1!

!

5!

!

21!

!

54!

34.18%!

In manually searching the web page code for tags, the researcher discovered that the
AChecker tool was inaccurate in finding certain violations. For instance in Table 14,
AChecker did not find a violation of criteria ‘2.4.4 - each source anchor contains text’.
However, the manual search found five violations of this criterion. Therefore, in some
cases the AChecker problems were not used in the FR calculation. Instead, the researcher
replaced them with the number of violations found during the manual code checks. Table
14 shows the ‘Re-Calculated FR (M/P)’, which was computed using the ‘Manual
Problems (M)’ and the ‘Problem Potential (P)’.
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Phase 3 – Evaluating WCAG 2.0 A Accessibility of Secondary Pages
From the 20 home pages ranked by Failure Rate (FR), four illustrative sites were chosen
for a more extensive accessibility analysis. The researcher selected sites #1, #7, #14 and
#20 from the 20 ranked sites, which were Energy Research and Development Authority,
Teachers’ Retirement System, Office for Technology and the Health Department. From
each of these four web sites, three secondary pages were also chosen for further
evaluation. The researcher looked at each of the four home pages visually to determine
which secondary pages to use. Secondary pages had to be directly linked off a home
page menu, have substantial content and have diverse content elements. The researcher
disregarded any links to PDFs or other non-coded web content. See Appendix A for
screen shots of the home and secondary pages chosen.

The process for evaluating the accessibility of the four sets of secondary pages was
similar to the steps followed in phase 2. The researcher entered each secondary page
URL into the AChecker tool and ran an evaluation against WCAG 2.0 A. Table 15
shows the known AChecker results of these pages. The table is grouped by web site and
ordered by the highest to lowest average known problems for all pages within the same
site.

Table 15 - Web Sites Ranked by Average Known AChecker WCAG 2.0 A Problems
!
!

Web!Page

AChecker!WCAG!2.0!A!Problems
Known! Likely!
Potential

1! Energy!Research!and!Development!Authority

!

!

Current!Funding!Opportunities

!

Events

!

Contact!Us

!

!

!

58

123!

83!

334!

29!

94!

243!

4!

161!

329!

29!

51!

189!

!

46.25!

97.25!

273.75!

2! Teachers'!Retirement!System

23!

61!

208!

!

Contact!Us

23!

61!

240!

!

Retirees

24!

47!

230!

!

Investments

23!

53!

236!

23.25!

55.50!

228.50!

3! Technology,!Office!for

9!

103!

282!

!

About!Us

9!

84!

228!

!

Strategic!Initiatives

9!

87!

225!

!

Contact!Us

9!

96!

234!

9.00!

92.50!

242.25!

4! Health,!Department!of

0!

75!

128!

!

Influenza

0!

55!

108!

!

Quality!Indicators

0!

82!

169!

!

Medicaid

4!

95!

135!

1.00!

76.75!

135.00!

!

Averages!for!all!site!pages:!
!!
!

!

!

!

!
!

Averages!for!all!site!pages:!!!
!!
!

!

!

!

!
!

Averages!for!all!site!pages:!
!!
!

!

!

!

!

Averages!for!all!site!pages:!

The researcher then evaluated each of the selected secondary pages using the Failure Rate
(FR) metric, as determined in phase 2. This was done by again applying the AChecker
known page problems to each of the 12 universal criteria checks for WCAG 2.0. As in
phase 2, if AChecker found a violation that was included in the 12 checks, the number of
violations were noted for that criterion. Any other known AChecker problems, not
included in the universal checks, were also considered in the FR computation. Again, the
researcher did not perform a search for the potential occurrences of additional known
violations on all pages; they were only performed on pages where the additional problem
happened. Once more, since there were some discrepancies between AChecker known
problems and actual problems found during the potential occurrence checks, the actual
problems were used in the final FR calculation. Table 16 demonstrates how the FR was
determined for a home page and one secondary page. All known violations and violation
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potentials were determined for each page and then a total FR was computed for the entire
site.

Table 16 - WCAG 2.0 A Failure Rate Computation for Home & Secondary Pages
2.0!A!
Success!
Criteria!

Criteria!Description!and!
Manual!Search!Term!

Known!
Problems!
(K)!

Energy!Research!and!Development!Authority
(Home)!

3.3.2!

Twelve!Universal!Criteria!Checks!
All!img!elements!have!an!alt!
attribute.!(search:!'<img';!ignore!
commented!out)!
All!input!elements,!type!of!"text",!
have!an!explicitly!associated!label.!!
(search:!'type="text"';!ignore!
commented!out)!
All!text!colors!or!no!text!colors!are!
set.!(look!at!body!tag)!
All!onmouseover!event!handlers!
have!an!associated!onfocus!event!
handler.!(search:!'onmouseover';!
ignore!comments)!
Meta!refresh!is!not!used!with!a!
time"out.!(search:!!'http"
equiv="refresh"';!ignore!
comments)!
marquee!element!is!not!used.!
(search:!'marquee';!ignore!
comments)!
All!frames!have!a!title!attribute.!
(search:!<frame';!ignore!
comments)!
Document!contains!a!title!
element.!!(search:!'<title';!ignore!
comments)!
Each!source!anchor!contains!text.!!
(search:!'<a!href';!ignore!
comments)!
Document!has!required!lang!
attribute(s).!!(search:!'lang';!ignore!
comments)!
Each!label!associated!with!an!
input!element!contains!text.!
(search:!'<label';!ignore!comments)!

4.1.1!

id!attributes!must!be!unique.!!

1.1.1!

1.3.1!
1.4.1!

2.1.1!

2.2.1!

2.2.2!

2.4.1!

2.4.2!

2.4.4!

3.1.1!
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Problem! Failure!
Potential! Rate!
(P)!
(K/P)!

Manual!
Problems!
(M)!

123!

280!

43.93
%!

123!

1!

49!

1!

49!

1!

1!

1!

1!

0!

1!

0!

1!

53!

53!

53!

53!

0!

0!

0!

0!

0!

0!

0!

0!

0!

0!

0!

0!

0!

1!

0!

1!

4!

78!

4!

78!

1!

1!

1!

1!

1!

1!

1!

1!

0!

4!

0!

4!

Re"
Calculat
ed!FR!
(M/P)!
43.93%!

(search:!'id=';!ignore!comments)

3.1.1!
1.1.1!
1.3.1!

Additional!AChecker!Discovered!
Known!Violations!
Document!has!invalid!language!
code.!
Image!used!as!anchor!is!missing!
valid!Alt!text.!!

2.1.1!

Label!text!is!empty.!(TOOL!issue)!
script!not!keyboard!accessible!"
onmouseout!missing!onblur.!

1.3.1!
!!

Layout!table!has!a!summary.!!
!!

1!

1!

1!

1!

4!

22!

4!

22!

2!

2!

2!

2!

53!

53!

53!

53!

2!

13!

2!

13!
!!

Current!Funding!Opportunities!(Secondary)!

29!

163!

17.79
%!

29!

0!

26!

0!

26!

1!

1!

1!

1!

0!

1!

0!

1!

8!

8!

8!

8!

0!

0!

0!

0!

2.2.1!

Twelve!Universal!Criteria!Checks!
All!img!elements!have!an!alt!
attribute.!!
All!input!elements,!type!of!"text",!
have!an!explicitly!associated!label.!!
All!text!colors!or!no!text!colors!are!
set.!!
All!onmouseover!event!handlers!
have!an!associated!onfocus!event!
handler.!!
Meta!refresh!is!not!used!with!a!
time"out.!!

2.2.2!

marquee!element!is!not!used.!!

0!

0!

0!

0!

2.4.1!

All!frames!have!a!title!attribute.!!
Document!contains!a!title!
element.!!!

0!

0!

0!

0!

0!

1!

0!

1!

Each!source!anchor!contains!text.!
Document!has!required!lang!
attribute(s).!!
Each!label!associated!with!an!
input!element!contains!text.!

1!

91!

1!

91!

1!

1!

1!

1!

0!

0!

0!

0!

id!attributes!must!be!unique.!
Additional!AChecker!Discovered!
Known!Violations!
Document!has!invalid!language!
code.!

0!

8!

0!

8!

1!

1!

1!

1!

Label!text!is!empty.!!
input!element,!type!of!"text",!has!
no!text!in!label.!!
script!not!keyboard!accessible!"
onmouseout!missing!onblur.!!

2!

2!

2!

2!

1!

1!

1!

1!

8!

8!

8!

8!

6!
152!

14!
443!

6!
152!

1.1.1!
1.3.1!
1.4.1!

2.1.1!

2.4.2!
2.4.4!
3.1.1!
3.3.2!
4.1.1!

3.1.1!
1.3.1!
1.3.1!
2.1.1!
1.3.1!

Layout!table!has!a!summary.!
Totals!Web!Site!FR!Calculation:!
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17.79%!

14!
443! 34.31%!

Phase 4 – Evaluating WCAG 1.0 AA Accessibility of Home & Secondary Pages
In order to compare our WCAG 2.0 evaluation results with results from 1.0, it was
necessary to evaluate the same home and secondary pages for 1.0. The four illustrative
web sites used in phase three were evaluated again using AChecker, this time against
WCAG 1.0 AA. The researcher chose WCAG 1.0 AA as opposed to 1.0 A, since this is a
more difficult level of conformance to achieve. Since NYS government web sites have
been required in the past to comply with WCAG 1.0, it was thought that most sites would
have few or no violations under the lowest level of 1.0 conformity, level A, and would
therefore not show significant value in this study.

The researcher entered the URLs of the four illustrative home pages and previously
selected secondary pages into the AChecker tool and evaluated for WCAG 1.0 AA.
Table 17 shows the AChecker problem ranking of these pages. All 1.0 AA AChecker
result pages for known, potential and likely problems were captured using the Scrapbook
utility in Firefox.

Table 17 - Web Sites Ranked by Average Known AChecker WCAG 1.0 AA Problems
!
!

Web!Page

AChecker!WCAG!1.0!AA!Problems
Known!
Likely!
Potential

1! Energy!Research!and!Development!Authority

4!

185!

74!

!

Current!Funding!Opportunities

2!

187!

63!

!

Events

30!

443!

87!

!

Contact!Us

3!

102!

67!

9.75!

229.25!

72.75!

2! Technology,!Office!for

2!

329!

79!

!

About!Us

2!

225!

64!

!

Strategic!Initiatives

2!

229!

61!

!

!

!

!
!

!

Averages!for!all!site!pages:!
!!
!

!

!
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!

Contact!Us

2!

263!

61!

2.00!

261.50!

66.25!

3! Health,!Department!of

1!

157!

36!

!

Influenza

1!

115!

37!

!

Quality!Indicators

1!

98!

36!

!

Medicaid

1!

205!

1.00!

143.75!

27.25!

4! Teachers'!Retirement!System

1!

134!

54!

!

Contact!Us

1!

132!

107!

!

Retirees

1!

98!

107!

!

Investments

1!

110!

104!

1.00!

118.50!

93.00!

!

!
!

Averages!for!all!site!pages:!
!!
!

!

!

!

!
!

Averages!for!all!site!pages:!
!!
!

!

!

!

!

Averages!for!all!site!pages:!

The Failure Rate (FR) was determined for WCAG 1.0 AA. AChecker performs 27
different checks to find known WCAG 1.0 AA problems. Once again, the researcher
selected one check for each 1.0 AA checkpoints that AChecker evaluated for. Table 18
shows the 12 universal 1.0 AA checks that were determined. Each of universal check
was performed on every page, regardless of whether a violation of that check had
occurred on the page. As noted in Table 18, checkpoint ‘3.2 – document validates to
specification’ could not be determined by searching the code. For this check, the
researcher relied on the AChecker tool to verify a violation.

Table 18 - WCAG 1.0 AA Manual Checks Performed
WCAG!1.0!AA!
Checkpoint!

Description

Manual!Search

1.1!

All!img!elements!have!an!alt!attribute.!

<img!

3.2!

Document!validates!to!specification.!

!

3.3!

font!must!not!be!used.!

<font!

3.5!

The!header!following!an!h1!is!h1!or!h2.!

<h1,!<h2,!<h3,!<h4!

6.5!

frameset!must!have!a!noframes!section.!

<frameset!
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7.2!

blink!element!is!not!used.!

<blink!

7.3!

!marquee!element!is!not!used.!

<marquee!

7.4!

!Meta!refresh!is!not!used!with!a!time"out.!

http"equiv="refresh!

7.5!

Auto"redirect!must!not!be!used.!
All!img!elements!with!an!ismap!attribute!have!a!valid!usemap!
attribute.!

http"equiv="refresh)!

<frame!

12.4!

All!frames!have!a!title!attribute.!
All!input!elements,!type!of!"text",!have!an!explicitly!
associated!label.!

13.2!

Document!contains!a!title!element.!

<title!

9.1!
12.1!

ismap!

type="text!

Again, when searching for potential occurrences of the universal checkpoints, it was
determined that some violations had not been caught by the AChecker tool. Therefore,
once more, the final FR calculations were computed using the violations found during the
manual scan. Table 19 shows the WCAG 1.0 AA FR computation for a home page and
one secondary page.

Table 19 - WCAG 1.0 AA Failure Rate Computation for Home & Secondary Pages
1.0!AA!
Criteria!Description!and!
Success!
Manual!Search!Term!
Criteria!
Energy!Research!and!Development!
Authority!(Home)!

Known!
Problems!
(K)!

Problem!
Potential!
(P)!

Failure!
Rate!
(K/P)!

Manual!
Problems!
(M)!

Re"
Calculated!
FR!(M/P)!

4!

53!

7.55%!

4!

7.55%!

1!

49!

1!

49!

1!

1!

1!

1!

1!

1!

1!

1!

0!

0!

0!

0!

6.5!

font!must!not!be!used.!
The!header!following!an!h1!is!h1!
or!h2.!!
frameset!must!have!a!noframes!
section.!

0!

0!

0!

0!

7.2!

blink!element!is!not!used.!

0!

0!

0!

0!

7.3!

0!

0!

0!

0!

7.4!

!marquee!element!is!not!used.!!
!Meta!refresh!is!not!used!with!a!
time"out.!

0!

0!

0!

0!

7.5!

Auto"redirect!must!not!be!used.!

0!

0!

0!

0!

9.1!

All!img!elements!with!an!ismap!

0!

0!

0!

0!

1.1!
3.2!
3.3!
3.5!

Twelve!Universal!Checks!
All!img!elements!have!an!alt!
attribute.!!
!Document!validates!to!
specification.!
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attribute!have!a!valid!usemap!
attribute.!
12.1!

All!frames!have!a!title!attribute.!!
!All!input!elements,!type!of!
"text",!have!an!explicitly!
12.4!
associated!label.!!
Document!contains!a!title!
13.2!
element.!!
!!
!!
Current!Funding!Opportunities!
(Secondary)!

0!

0!

0!

0!

1!

1!

1!

1!

0!

1!

0!

1!
!!

2!

30!

6.67%!

2!

0!

26!

0!

26!

1!

1!

1!

1!

0!

0!

0!

0!

0!

1!

0!

1!

6.5!

font!must!not!be!used.!
The!header!following!an!h1!is!h1!
or!h2.!
frameset!must!have!a!noframes!
section.!!

0!

0!

0!

0!

7.2!

blink!element!is!not!used.!

0!

0!

0!

0!

7.3!

!marquee!element!is!not!used.!
!Meta!refresh!is!not!used!with!a!
time"out.!

0!

0!

0!

0!

0!

0!

0!

0!

Auto"redirect!must!not!be!used.!
All!img!elements!with!an!ismap!
attribute!have!a!valid!usemap!
attribute.!

0!

0!

0!

0!

0!

0!

0!

0!

All!frames!have!a!title!attribute.!!
!All!input!elements,!type!of!
"text",!have!an!explicitly!
associated!label.!!
Document!contains!a!title!
element.!!

0!

0!

0!

0!

1!

1!

1!

1!

0!

1!

0!

1!

Totals!Web!Site!FR!Calculation:!

6!

83!

6!

1.1!
3.2!
3.3!
3.5!

7.4!
7.5!

9.1!
12.1!

12.4!
13.2!

Twelve!Universal!Checks!
All!img!elements!have!an!alt!
attribute.!!
!Document!validates!to!
specification.!

6.67%!

83! 7.23%!

Problems/Challenges

This section will discuss some of the problems and challenges that were faced during the
implementation of the study. How these problems were overcome will also be explored.
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Failure Rate
The main challenge of this study was to determine the most accurate approach for using
the Failure Rate (FR) metric. From the literature, it was unclear how to truly implement
FR. Most articles only showed the metric applied to one violation (i.e. images without
alternate text) and didn’t give a clear picture of how to apply the calculation to an entire
page. After applying the metric to each known AChecker violation, the researcher
realized that the FR could be misleading. Pages with few violations were rated a higher
FR than pages with many violations.

It was decided to factor other WCAG criteria into the FR calculation. Looking for a
constant number of criteria on all pages would provide a more accurate FR. Thus, the
researcher chose one manual check for each criterion in WCAG. The criteria was looked
at on every page, regardless of whether a violation against the criteria occurred on every
page. Even after doing so, the FR was still somewhat misleading as it is determined by
the number of potential problems on a page.

AChecker
The AChecker tool seemed quite comprehensive. All known problems that AChecker
found on each web page were verified within the WCAG 2.0 A documentation as actual
problems. However, in some cases, the tool was unable to find every problem.
AChecker failed to account for images without alternative text that were used as a link
during the ‘2.4.1 - each source anchor contains text’ criterion verification. If an image
used as a link has no alternative text, a screen-reader isn’t able to access information
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about that image or where the image link goes. However, this type of problem was
accounted for in the ‘1.1.1 - all img elements have an alt attribute’ criterion verification.
This criterion simply checks if an image has alternate text, regardless of the image being
used as an link. Since the problem occurred under two different WCAG 2.0 A success
criteria, it seemed AChecker should have counted violations for both.

Another limitation of the AChecker tool was that it didn’t account for all duplicate ids.
Under 2.0 A guidelines, a web page isn’t allowed to have more than one element with the
same id name. For instance, <img id=”dog” src”…”> and <input type=”text” id=”dog”>
would not be allowed on the same page; since the two elements are using the same id
name. If violations of this type occurred, the tool merely counted one problem; no matter
how many duplicate ids were found on the page. It would have been more accurate to
count one violation for each duplicate id found.

In addition, AChecker did not find errors when a label was missing text during the ‘3.3.2
- each label associated with an input element contains text’ criterion verification. WCAG
2.0 A requires each form input element have a label tag and that the label tag contain text
describing the input field. Figure 14 shows a valid label tag. This example shows the
text of ‘Last Name’ inside the label tag. It makes it clear to any user or screen-reader that
a last name should be associated with that field.

Figure 14 - Valid Label Tag
<label for=”last_name”>Last Name<input type=”text”
id=”last_name”></label>
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AChecker had less trouble determining WCAG 1.0 AA violations, than 2.0 A violations.
The only tool inaccuracy found with 1.0 AA was in checkpoint ‘3.5 - the header
following an h1 is h1 or h2’. WCAG 1.0 requires headings to be used in proper
sequential order. For example, using the h1 tag then the h2 tag would be acceptable. In
one instance, a page showed an h1 tag followed by two h3 tags. The tool counted this as
one violation, where in reality two violations should have been counted; one for each h3
tag used out of order.

As mentioned previously, to make up for the AChecker problems mentioned, the actual
problems found during the manual searches for potential violation opportunities were
used as the final known problem count of each page and used in the Failure Rate (FR)
computations.

Other
One final challenge was that one NYS agency home page that AChecker evaluated did
not provide accurate results. The Corcraft Products (CP) home page visually showed
content. However, on the AChecker result page, after the WCAG 2.0 A evaluation, an
error was shown called ‘Generic Application Error Test JSP’. It seemed something
within the web page would not allow it to be scanned by the AChecker tool. The
researcher disregarded the CP site from the initial selection of 20 web sites and the next
site shown on the random list, Military and Naval Affairs, was used instead.
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RESULTS
Evaluation

This section will evaluate the study performed and present the results.

WCAG 2.0 A Home Page Results
The accessibility levels found by conducting this study were shown in terms of known
page problems, as discovered by the AChecker automated tool, and in terms of the page
Failure Rate (FR). The accessibility rankings of the 20 New York State home pages was
first reviewed. Table 20 shows each home page’s AChecker known problems, each
problem’s potential to occur, the page FR using AChecker known problems, the problems
found using AChecker and the manual search for potential problem opportunities, and the
page FR using the AChecker problems as well as any discrepancies in problems
discovered during the manual search. Because the second calculation of FR was more
accurate, when referring to FR throughout this study, this version of the calculation will
be used.

Table 20 - NYS Agency Home Pages Ranked by WCAG 2.0 A Failure Rates
!

Home!Page!

AChecke
r!Known!
Problem
s!(K)!

1!

Energy!Research!and!Development!
Authority

2!

Public!Employment!Relations!Board

3!

Battery!Park!City!Authority

4!

Authority!Budget!Office

5!

Adirondack!Park!Agency

6!

Military!and!Naval!Affairs,!Division!of

!

!

!

!

AChecke
r!Failure!
Rate!
(K/P)!

AChecke
r!&!
Manual!
Problem
s!(M)!

AChecker!
&!Manual!
Failure!
Rate!(M/P)!

123!

280!

43.93%!

123!

43.93%!

49!

158!

31.01%!

54!

34.18%!

8!

32!

25.00%!

8!

25.00%!

12!

69!

17.39%!

13!

18.84%!

17!

112!

15.18%!

19!

16.96%!

34!

211!

16.11%!

35!

16.59%!

!

!

Proble
m!
Potenti
al!(P)!

69

7!

Teachers'!Retirement!System

23!

153!

15.03%!

25!

16.34%!

8!

Insurance!Department

8!

93!

8.60%!

14!

15.05%!

9!

Empire!State!Development

10!

76!

13.16%!

10!

13.16%!

30!

395!

7.59%!

44!

11.14%!

11! Education,!Department!of
New!York!State!Law!Revision!
12! Commission
Quality!of!Care!and!Advocacy!for!
Persons!with!Disabilities,!Commission!
13! on

4!

101!

3.96%!

11!

10.89%!

2!

20!

10.00%!

2!

10.00%!

4!

61!

6.56%!

5!

8.20%!

14! Technology,!Office!for

9!

129!

6.92%!

9!

6.92%!

15! Judicial!Conduct,!Commission!on

7!

114!

6.14%!

7!

6.14%!

16! State!Comptroller,!Office!of

7!

156!

4.49%!

9!

5.77%!

17! Correction,!Commission!of

2!

43!

4.65%!

2!

4.65%!

18! Children!and!Families,!Council!on

2!

124!

1.61%!

4!

3.23%!

19! Labor,!Department!of

0!

128!

0.00%!

1!

0.78%!

0!

118!

0.00%!

0!

0.00%!

!

!

!

10! Senate,!New!York!State

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

20! Health,!Department!of

!

As seen in Table 20, the Energy Research and Development Authority (ERDA) home
page was ranked the most inaccessible out of the 20 home pages evaluated for WCAG
2.0 A. AChecker found 123 known problems on this web page and the manual search did
not discover any additional problems. There were 280 opportunities for problems to
occur on this page. The FR for the ERDA home page was 43.93%. This means for every
potential problem on the page, there was 43.93% chance of it being implemented
incorrectly. This rate was much higher than any other site and was the least accessible
based on these tools.

The Health Department and Labor Department were the two most accessible sites, both
having zero AChecker known problems. However, AChecker missed a problem
regarding the Labor Department’s lang attribute. A manual check determined the page’s
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language was set in a piece of JavaScript code, rather than in the html tag. This violation
increased the Labor Department’s FR to 0.78%, where the Health Department remained
at a 0.00% FR.

Seventeen home pages had a FR of 18.84% or better, ten pages had a FR of 10.89% or
better. Sixteen home pages had fewer than 25 accessibility problems. The mean number
of violations on all home pages was 19.8 and the mean FR for all pages was 13.43%.
The median number of violations on all home pages was 10 and the median FR for all
pages was 12.15%.

Table 21 shows every WCAG 2.0 A violation that was investigated on at least one of the
20 evaluated home pages. Column one and two show the 2.0 A success criteria and
description. The third column presents the number of unique pages that a violation of
that criterion occurred on and the fourth column displays the total number of occurrences
for each violation. As stated during implementation, for an accurate computation of FR,
the researcher looked at 12 universal criteria (one for each WCAG 2.0 A guideline) on
each home page; regardless of whether a violation of those criteria existed. Table 21
shows these twelve criteria listed first and any additional AChecker problems listed at the
bottom.

Table 21 - Total Criteria Investigated for WCAG 2.0 A Home Pages
2.0!A!
Success!
Criteria!

Criteria!Description

Number!
Unique!
Pages!

Number!
Total!
Occurrences!

3!

43!

Twelve!Universal!Criteria!Checks!
1.1.1!

All!img!elements!have!an!alt!attribute.!
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1.3.1!

All!input!elements,!type!of!"text",!have!an!explicitly!associated!
label.!

8!

12!

2!

4!

2.1.1!

All!text!colors!or!no!text!colors!are!set.!
All!onmouseover!event!handlers!have!an!associated!onfocus!event!
handler.!

8!

95!

2.2.1!

Meta!refresh!is!not!used!with!a!time"out.!

0!

0!

2.2.2!

marquee!element!is!not!used.!

1!

1!

2.4.1!

All!frames!have!a!title!attribute.!

0!

0!

2.4.2!

Document!contains!a!title!element.!

0!

0!

2.4.4!

Each!source!anchor!contains!text.!

3.1.1!

Document!has!required!lang!attribute(s).!

3.3.2!
4.1.1!

1.4.1!

8!

122!

13!

13!

Each!label!associated!with!an!input!element!contains!text.!

3!

9!

id!attributes!must!be!unique.!

8!

19!

Additional!AChecker!Discovered!Violations!
1.1.1!

Image!used!as!anchor!is!missing!valid!Alt!text.!!

6!

17!

1.1.1!

input!element!has!alt!attribute.!!!!

4!

4!

1.1.1!

Imagemap!area!element!missing!alt!attribute.!!

1!

1!

1.1.1!

embed!element!missing!noembed!element.!

1!

1!

1.3.1!

Label!text!is!empty.!

8!

14!

1.3.1!

Layout!table!has!a!summary.!!

3!

8!

1.3.1!

5!

9!

1.3.1!

input!element,!type!of!"text",!has!no!text!in!label.!
Data!table!with!more!than!one!row/column!of!headers!does!not!
use!id!and!headers!attributes!to!identify!cells.!

1!

1!

1.3.1!

select!element!missing!an!associated!label.!

1!

1!

1.4.1!

1!

1!

1.4.1!

Poor!color!contrast!between!link!text!and!background!color.!
Poor!color!contrast!between!visited!link!text!and!background!
color.!

1!

1!

1.4.1!

Poor!color!contrast!between!text!and!background!color.!!

1!

1!

1.4.1!

Poor!color!contrast!between!active!link!text!and!background!color.!

1!

1!

2.1.1!

script!not!keyboard!accessible!"!onmouseout!missing!onblur.!

7!

94!

2.4.2!

title!element!is!empty.!

1!

1!

3.1.1!

Document!has!invalid!language!code.!

14!

14!

The violation that occurred on 70% of the pages was ‘3.1.1 - document has invalid
language code’, which indicates that the web page has a lang attribute but is using an
invalid language code. A web page should specify which natural language is being used
(i.e. English, French, etc.) in the html tag. Figure 15 demonstrates a valid language
specification.
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Figure 15 - Valid Language Specification
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" xml:lang="en" lang="en">

The ‘3.1.1 - document has invalid language code’ violation was misleading considering
65% of the home pages didn’t have a lang attribute at all. It seems AChecker counts one
problem for the violation of ‘3.1.1 - document has required lang attribute(s)’, meaning the
page does not have a language attribute, and another violation for ‘3.1.1 - document has
invalid language code’, meaning the page has an invalid language attribute. This maybe
an accurate account of the problems, however, since the language should be both
specified and valid.

The violation with the most occurrences, although only found on eight home pages, was
for criteria ‘2.4.4 - each source anchor contains text’. A violation of this criterion was
found 122 times. Web page links or a href tags are referred to as anchors. All anchors
should have text between the open and close anchor tags. An invalid tag might look like
this: <a href=”test.html”></a>. Notice, there is no text between the open tag and close
tag. Figure 16 shows two examples of valid anchor tags. In cases where an image is
used as an anchor, in lieu of text, the image is required to have a meaningful description
of the link in the alt attribute.

Figure 16 - Valid Anchor Tags
<a href=”test.html”>Test</a>
<a href=”test.html”><img src=”test.gif” alt=”test”></a>
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The next highest number of violations, with 95 instances, was against criteria ‘2.1.1 - all
onmouseover event handlers have an associated onfocus event handler’. The violation
‘2.1.1 - script not keyboard accessible - onmouseout missing onblur’ was a close second
with 94 instances. The onmouseover and onmouseout attributes are used to indicate
when the user hovers the mouse over a web element and then moves the mouse off that
element. An example of this might be when a button changes color whenever the mouse
is directly over it, but returns to its original color when the mouse is moved away.
Unfortunately, onmouseover and onmouseout do not work when the keyboard is used for
navigation, rather than the mouse. Therefore an extra onfocus or onblur attribute must be
added whenever the onmouseover and onmouseout are used. Figure 17 shows a valid
example of this code.

Figure 17 - Valid Keyboard Navigation Tags
<input type=”button” onmouseover=”do something” onfocus=”do something”
onmouseout="do something" onblur="do something">

Finally, the criteria ‘1.1.1 - all img elements have an alt attribute’ was violated 43 times,
however, it only occurred on three unique pages. This requirement checks to see if all
image elements have alternate text. Having alternate text on images is critical for
individuals using a screen-reader. A screen-reader can synthesize the contents to them
aloud. Since screen-readers cannot interpret images, it is important that the author
describe the image in the alt tag. Figure 18 presents an example of a valid image tag.

Figure 18 - Valid Image Tag
<img src=”building.gif” alt=”high-rise building”>
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Ninety-three percent of the 28 violation types occurred on eight or fewer home pages.
Ten violations were found only on one page and had just one occurrence. Three
violations did not occur on any of the 20 pages. These were success criteria ‘2.2.1 - meta
refresh is not used with a time-out’, ‘2.4.1 - all frames have a title attribute’, and ‘2.4.2 document contains a title element’. These three criteria were consistently implemented
correctly. The ‘2.1.1 – meta refresh is not used with a time-out’ criterion is concerned
with preventing a page from refreshing itself automatically. It is a best to refrain from
automatically refreshing a page, and instead allow the user to control if this happens or
not. Criteria ‘2.4.1 - all frames have a title attribute’ requires that any page using frames
has a title attribute for each frame tag. The title attribute would contain a description of
the frame content. The ‘2.4.2 - document contains a title element’ criteria ensures each
web page has a title tag. A proper title tag would occur after the head tag within the html
document.

WCAG 2.0 A Secondary Page Results
We will now discuss the accessibility of the four chosen illustrative sites. The extensive
evaluation done in this phase looked at each site’s home page, along with three secondary
pages directly linked off the home page. Table 22 shows the results for each of the four
sites. The home page of each site is listed first, followed by each of the three secondary
pages. The same type of data shown in Table 20, is again shown here.

Table 22 - Web Sites Ranked by WCAG 2.0 A Failure Rate
!

Web!Page!

AChecker!
Known!
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Problem!
Potential!

AChecker!
Failure!

AChecker!
&!Manual!

AChecker!
&!Manual!

Problems!
(K)!
Energy!Research!and!Development!
1! Authority

(P)

Rate!(K/P)

Problems!
(M)!

Failure!
Rate!(M/P)!

123!

280!

43.93%!

123!

43.93%!

29!

163!

17.79%!

29!

17.79%!

4!

423!

0.95%!

4!

0.95%!

29!

109!

26.61%!

29!

26.61%!

185!

975!

18.97%!

185!

18.97%!

2! Teachers'!Retirement!System

23!

153!

15.03%!

25!

16.34%!

!

Contact!Us

23!

145!

15.86%!

24!

16.55%!

!

Retirees

24!

134!

17.91%!

25!

18.66%!

!

Investments

23!

137!

16.79%!

24!

17.52%!

93!

569!

16.34%!

98!

17.22%!

3! Technology,!Office!for

9!

129!

6.98%!

10!

7.75%!

!

About!Us

9!

134!

6.72%!

12!

8.96%!

!

Strategic!Initiatives

9!

135!

6.67%!

13!

9.63%!

!

Contact!Us

9!

144!

6.25%!

13!

9.03%!

36!

542!

6.64%!

48!

8.86%!

4! Health,!Department!of

0!

118!

0.00%!

0!

0.00%!

!

Influenza

0!

95!

0.00%!

0!

0.00%!

!

Quality!Indicators

0!

183!

0.00%!

0!

0.00%!

!

Medicaid

4!

148!

2.70%!

4!

2.70%!

4!

544!

0.74%!

4!

0.74%!

!

!

Current!Funding!Opportunities

!

Events

!

Contact!Us

!

!

!

!

Totals!for!all!site!pages:!!!

! !!
!

!

!

!

!

Totals!for!all!site!pages:!!!

! !!
!

!

!

!

!

Totals!for!all!site!pages:!!!

! !!
!

!

!

!

!

Totals!for!all!site!pages:!!!

The Energy Research and Development Authority (ERDA) site had the highest combined
page Failure Rate (FR) in this study at 18.97% and the most violations; with 185 across
all pages. The ERDA home page had far more violations than any of its secondary pages.
The home page had 123 violations and each secondary page had 29, 4, and 29,
respectively. The secondary pages of Teachers’ Retirement System (TRS), Technology
and Health showed a similar number of violations and FRs as each sites’ home page. The
TRS home page had 25 violations and a FR of 16.34%. Its secondary pages had 24, 25
and 24 violations with FRs of 16.55%, 18.66%, and 17.52%, respectively. The
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Technology home page had 10 violations and a FR of 7.75%. Its secondary pages had
12, 13 and 13 violations with FRs of 8.96%, 9.63%, and 9.03%, respectively. The Health
home page had zero violations and a FR of 0.00%. Its secondary pages had 0, 0 and 4
violations with FRs of 0.00%, 0.00%, and 2.70%, respectively. The Health Department
had the lowest combined FR at 0.74% and had only four violations across all pages.

Table 23 shows all WCAG 2.0 A criteria investigated for each of the four home pages
and secondary pages. Much like the home page evaluation, the same 12 universal criteria
were used for an accurate account of each page's FR calculation. The AChecker tool
found another ten violations independently on one or more of the pages. Column three
shows the number of unique sites each violation occurred on, column four shows the
number of unique pages each violation occurred on and column five shows the total
number of violation occurrences for all pages evaluated.

Table 23 - Total Criteria Investigated for WCAG 2.0 A Site Pages
2.0!A!
Success!
Criteria!

Criteria!Description

Number!
Unique!
Sites!

Number!
Unique!
Pages!

Number!Total!
Occurrences!

1!

1!

1!

1!

3!

3!

0!

0!

0!

2.1.1!

All!text!colors!or!no!text!colors!are!set.!
All!onmouseover!event!handlers!have!an!associated!
onfocus!event!handler.!

3!

11!

117!

2.2.1!

Meta!refresh!is!not!used!with!a!time"out.!

0!

0!

0!

2.2.2!

marquee!element!is!not!used.!

0!

0!

0!

2.4.1!

All!frames!have!a!title!attribute.!

0!

0!

0!

2.4.2!

Document!contains!a!title!element.!

0!

0!

0!

2.4.4!

Each!source!anchor!contains!text.!

1!

3!

6!

3.1.1!

Document!has!required!lang!attribute(s).!

2!

6!

6!

Twelve!Universal!Criteria!Checks!
1.1.1!
1.3.1!
1.4.1!

All!img!elements!have!an!alt!attribute.!
All!input!elements,!type!of!"text",!have!an!explicitly!
associated!label.!
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3.3.2!

Each!label!associated!with!an!input!element!
contains!text.!

2!

4!

10!

4.1.1!

id!attributes!must!be!unique.!

1!

4!

5!

1!

4!

Additional!AChecker!Discovered!Known!Problems!
1.1.1!

Image!used!as!anchor!is!missing!valid!Alt!text.!!

1!

1.3.1!

Label!text!is!empty.!

1!

3!

6!

1.3.1!

Layout!table!has!a!summary.!!

3!

12!

41!

1.3.1!

input!element,!type!of!"text",!has!no!text!in!label.!!

1!

2!

2!

1.3.1!

1!

1!

1!

1!

1!

1!

1!

1!

1!

2.1.1!

Data!table!summary!is!empty.!
Data!table!with!more!than!one!row/column!of!
headers!does!not!use!id!and!headers!attributes!to!
identify!cells.!
Data!table!with!both!row!and!column!headers!does!
not!use!scope!to!identify!cells.!!
script!not!keyboard!accessible!" onmouseout!
missing!onblur.!

3!

11!

117!

2.4.2!

title!element!is!empty.!

1!

4!

4!

3.1.1!

Document!has!invalid!language!code.!

2!

8!

8!

1.3.1!
1.3.1!

Three violations were found on 75% of the four sites; these were ‘1.3.1 - layout table has
a summary’, ‘2.1.1. - script not keyboard accessible - onmouseout missing onblur’ and
for criteria ‘2.1.1 - all onmouseover event handlers have an associated onfocus event
handler’. Both ‘2.1.1’ problems were found on 69% of the pages and had the highest
occurrences; at 117 times each. The researcher discussed these violations in detail
previously. The ‘1.3.1 - layout table has a summary’ violation was found on 75% of the
pages and occurred 41 times. This was the second highest violation occurrence. This
violation occurs if a table used solely for layout purposes (i.e. to set the visual placement
of images, links and text) contains a summary attribute and text within that attribute. The
following is an example of this violation: <table summary=”formatting
only”><tr><td><img src=”image1.gif”><td><td><a href=”link1.html”>Link
1</a></td></tr></table>. Figure 19 shows a valid layout table. A web page author can
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use a table for layout purposes; however it is not recommended (W3C, 2010). CSS
positioning of all web elements is preferred.

Figure 19 - Valid Layout Table
<table><tr>
<td><img src=”image1.gif”><td>
<td><a href=”link1.html”>Link 1</a></td>
</tr></table>

Thirteen violations occurred eight or fewer times on all 16 pages evaluated. Five of the
violations searched for did not occur on any of the pages. Similar to the home pages,
criteria ‘2.2.1 - meta refresh is not used with a time-out’, ‘2.4.1 - all frames have a title
attribute’ and ‘2.4.2 – document contains a title element’ did not occur on any site pages.
The other two non-occurring criteria violations were ‘1.4.1 - all text colors or no text
colors are set’ and ’2.2.2 - marquee element is not used’. Criteria ‘1.4.1 - all text colors
or no text colors are set’ looks at the body tag to ensure that either all colors for links,
fonts, and backgrounds are set or that none of them are set. If the author were to set the
background as black, a user could inadvertently choose black for text as well. A black on
black color selection would make it impossible for the user to see any text content.
Therefore, it is required that the author either specify all color or no colors. Finally,
criteria ‘2.2.2 - marquee element is not used’, verifies that the page is not using the
marquee tag. This tag scrolls text horizontally across the page, which can be both
distracting to the user and difficult to read.
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WCAG 1.0 AA Home & Secondary Page Result Comparison
Another goal of this study was to compare the number of WCAG 2.0 A violations found
on NYS agency web pages to the number of WCAG 1.0 AA violations found on the same
web pages. Table 24 shows this comparison. Column one shows the guideline version
and web site ranking for that version. The remaining columns are similar to previous
tables. The data are grouped by each site evaluated.

Table 24 - Comparison of WCAG 2.0 A and WCAG 1.0 AA Results
Guideline!
Version!
&!Rank!

2.0!A!"!#1!
!

Web!Page!

Energy!Research!and!
Development!Authority
Current!Funding!
Opportunities

!

!

!

Events

!

Contact!Us

!

!

!
!
1.0!AA!"!!
#1!
!

Totals!for!all!site!pages:!!!
!!
Energy!Research!and!
Development!Authority
Current!Funding!
Opportunities

!

!

!

Events

!

Contact!Us

!

!

!
!
2.0!A!"!#4!

Totals!for!all!site!pages:!!!

AChecker!
Known!
Problems!
(K)!

Problem!
Potential!
(P)!

AChecke
r!Failure!
Rate!
(K/P)!

AChecker!
&!Manual!
Problems!
(M)!

AChecker!
&!Manual!
Failure!
Rate!
(M/P)!

123!

280!

43.93%!

123!

43.93%!

29!

163!

17.79%!

29!

17.79%!

4!

423!

0.95%!

4!

0.95%!

29!

109!

26.61%!

29!

26.61%!

185!

975!

18.97%!

185!

18.97%!

4!

53!

7.55%!

4!

7.55%!

2!

30!

6.67%!

2!

6.67%!

30!

61!

49.18%!

30!

49.18%!

3!

28!

10.71%!

4!

14.29%!

39!

172!

22.67%!

40!

23.26%!

0!

118!

0.00%!

0!

0.00%!

0!

95!

0.00%!

0!

0.00%!

!!
Health,!Department!of

!

!

Influenza

!

Quality!Indicators

0!

183!

0.00%!

0!

0.00%!

!

Medicaid

4!

148!

2.70%!

4!

2.70%!

4!

544!

0.74%!

4!

0.74%!

1!

10!

10.00%!

1!

10.00%!

1!

8!

12.50%!

1!

12.50%!

!
!
1.0!AA!"!
#2!
!

!

!

!

Totals!for!all!site!pages:!!!

Health,!Department!of

!

Influenza

!
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!

Quality!Indicators

1!

3!

33.33%!

1!

33.33%!

!

Medicaid

1!

4!

25.00%!

1!

25.00%!

4!

25!

16.00%!

4!

16.00%!

9!

129!

6.98%!

10!

7.75%!

9!

134!

6.72%!

12!

8.96%!

!

!

!
!
2.0!A!"!#3!

Totals!for!all!site!pages:!!!
!!
Technology,!Office!for

!

!

About!Us

!

Strategic!Initiatives

9!

135!

6.67%!

13!

9.63%!

!

Contact!Us

9!

144!

6.25%!

13!

9.03%!

36!

542!

6.64%!

48!

8.86%!

2!

45!

4.44%!

2!

4.44%!

2!

28!

7.14%!

2!

7.14%!

!

!

!

!
!
1.0!AA!"!
#3!

Totals!for!all!site!pages:!!!
!!
Technology,!Office!for

!

!

About!Us

!

Strategic!Initiatives

2!

27!

7.41%!

2!

7.41%!

!

Contact!Us

2!

27!

7.41%!

2!

7.41%!

8!

127!

6.30%!

8!

6.30%!

23!

153!

15.03%!

25!

16.34%!

!
!
2.0!A!"!#2!

!

!

!

Totals!for!all!site!pages:!!!
!!
Teachers'!Retirement!
System
!

!

Contact!Us

23!

145!

15.86%!

24!

16.55%!

!

Retirees

24!

134!

17.91%!

25!

18.66%!

!

Investments

23!

137!

16.79%!

24!

17.52%!

93!

569!

16.34%!

98!

17.22%!

1!

32!

3.13%!

1!

3.13%!

!
!
1.0!AA!"!
#4!

!

!

!

Totals!for!all!site!pages:!!!
!!
Teachers'!Retirement!
System
!

!

Contact!Us

1!

27!

3.70%!

1!

3.70%!

!

Retirees

1!

27!

3.70%!

1!

3.70%!

!
!

Investments

1!

27!

3.70%!

4!

113!

3.54%!

!

!

!

Totals!for!all!site!pages:!!!

0.00%!
3!

2.65%!

Overall, 2.0 A violations were more numerous than 1.0 AA violations. The 1.0 AA
results again showed Energy Research and Development Authority (ERDA) as the least
accessible, with 39 violations found on its four pages. The 1.0 Failure Rate (FR) for the
ERDA pages was 23.26%. In the 2.0 A evaluation, the EDRA pages had 185 violations
and a combined FR of 18.97%. The number of 1.0 to 2.0 violations on the EDRA pages
went down by 79%; however the FR went up by 23%. Although the total violations
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decreased, the total potential for problems that could occur decreased even more; from
975 to 172. There were fewer opportunities for WCAG 1.0 AA violations to occur, thus
the FR was affected.

One criteria that 2.0 A accounted for but 1.0 AA did not was the ‘2.4.4 - each source
anchor contains text’. On the 2.0 A evaluated ERDA site, there were 454 potential
opportunities for a link without text. This violation alone made the 2.0 A FR lower than
the 1.0 AA FR. In addition, the 2.0 A criteria ‘4.1.1 - id attributes must be unique’ was
not included in 1.0 AA and had 109 potential opportunities for failure on the ERDA’s
site. This also contributed to the FR of the 2.0 A evaluation to be lower.

The Health Department web site had the best 2.0 A ranking with only four violations on
all pages and a combined page FR of 0.74%. However, in the 1.0 AA evaluations, the
Health Department moved to the second most inaccessible web site. Health still only had
four violations, but now had a FR of 16.00%. This was due to the lower problem
potential for 1.0. The potential for a problem to occur went from 544 for 2.0 A to 25 for
1.0 AA, which caused the Health Department’s 1.0 FR to increase. Again, the same two
violation types that were included in the 2.0 guidelines, but not in the 1.0 guidelines,
created the greatest 1.0 FR shifts. In the Health Department’s 2.0 evaluation, there were
four actual violations and 544 potential violations. In the web site’s 1.0 evaluation, there
were still only four actual violations, but the potential violations decreased to 25.
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The one web site that did not move in rank when comparing 2.0 to 1.0 was Technology.
These pages remained as third least accessible in both sets of evaluations; although the
number of violations went from 36 for 2.0 to eight for 1.0 and its FR went from 8.86%
for 2.0 to 6.30% for 1.0.

Table 25 shows all the checkpoints that were investigated on every WCAG 1.0 AA page.
Violations of ‘3.2 – document validates to specification’ were the most occurring
problem. It happened on every site evaluated and on every page within each site. This
violation indicates that the HTML code used within each page is not meeting the
specification of that page as determined within the html tag. The next highest violation,
with 30 occurrences, was the violation against checkpoint ‘3.3 – font must not be used.’
This checkpoint verifies that the depreciated font tag is not being used. Fonts should be
indicated in a CSS file, rather than in the HTML code.

Table 25- Total Checkpoints Investigated for WCAG 1.0 AA Site Pages
1.0!AA!
Success!
Checkpoint!

Criteria!Description

Number! Number!
Number!
Unique!! Unique!
Total!
Sites!
Pages! Occurrences!

1.1!

All!img!elements!have!an!alt!attribute.!

1!

1!

1!

3.2!

!Document!validates!to!specification.!

4!

16!

16!

3.3!

font!must!not!be!used.!

1!

2!

30!

3.5!

The!header!following!an!h1!is!h1!or!h2.!

1!

1!

2!

6.5!

frameset!must!have!a!noframes!section.!

0!

0!

0!

7.2!

blink!element!is!not!used.!

0!

0!

0!

7.3!

!marquee!element!is!not!used.!

0!

0!

0!

7.4!

!Meta!refresh!is!not!used!with!a!time"out.!

0!

0!

0!

7.5!

0!

0!

0!

9.1!

Auto"redirect!must!not!be!used.!
All!img!elements!with!an!ismap!attribute!have!a!valid!
usemap!attribute.!!

0!

0!

0!

12.1!

All!frames!have!a!title!attribute.!

0!

0!

0!
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12.4!

!All!input!elements,!type!of!"text",!have!an!explicitly!
associated!label.!!

1!

3!

3!

13.2!

Document!contains!a!title!element.!

0!

0!

0!

Limitations

The researcher selected the initial 20 home pages at random. A better indication of
accessibility for specific types of NYS agencies may have provided more usable results.
For instance, a study using the most popular NYS agency sites or the agency sites most
useful to the disabled may have yielded more applicable outcomes.

In addition, to find all occurrences of a potential violation for a given web page, the
researcher relied solely on scanning the HTML code and performing a search of each
page within the Dreamweaver editor. It is possible that the pages evaluated included or
referenced other pages that made up the content of the site, but that the researcher did not
evaluate. Furthermore, the researcher designed the searches used to find potential
violations in what seemed to be the most logical way. However, it is possible some
potential violations, as well as violations themselves were missed; perhaps skewing the
results of the study.

Finally, this study was solely based on the utilization of the AChecker automated tool and
the Failure Rate (FR) as defined by Sullivan and Matson (2000). Although these
methods are both useful, in no way does the researcher feel they are the best methods for
conducting web accessibility research. This paper has already stated the limitations of
both the Failure Rate (FR) metric and the AChecker tool.
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SUMMARY
Conclusions

This section will discuss the conclusions of the study and how the findings apply to the
research questions asked.

By performing a WCAG 2.0 A evaluation on randomly selected NYS agency web pages,
we were able to answer our first research question:
Q1. How accessible are New York State government websites when measured against
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) version 2.0?

The results showed that there is a large range of 2.0 accessibility levels throughout the
NYS agencies. The number of known accessibility problems on home pages ranged from
123 to 0. According to WCAG 2.0 A compliance, just one violation of accessibility
makes a page inaccessible. Therefore, only two agencies were found to be completely
accessible by this measurement; the Labor Department and Health Department. The FR
of the home pages ranged from 43.93% to 0.00%. The FR shows accessibility levels in
degrees rather than merely stating that a page is accessible or not. Only one home page,
the Health Department, received a 0.00% FR.

The results indicate room for improvement regarding 2.0 accessibility. As indicated
previously, the average number of violations on each home page was 19.8 and the
average FR was 13.43%. The FR is an indication of the potential chances for
accessibility violations to occur. Therefore, the author of any given home page had a
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13.43% chance of implementing the criteria incorrectly. The most common problems
occurring on the home pages were not providing text for a link (i.e. a href tag), not
enabling keyboard navigation by using the onblur or onfocus with onmouseout or
onmouseover attributes, and failing to provide alternate text for images.

By choosing three secondary pages from a sub-set of home pages to also evaluate for
WCAG 2.0 A, we attained a broader idea of each site’s accessibility level. Here, the
worst web site had 185 violations on its four pages evaluated. The best web site had four
violations on its evaluated pages. The FR of site pages ranged from 18.97% to 0.74%.
The average number of violations that occurred across all evaluated pages was 20.94 and
the average FR of the 16 pages was 12.28%. These averages are similar to the results
that were found across all home pages.

The most occurring violations within the secondary page evaluation included again
failing to provide for keyboard navigation with the onblur and onfocus attributes and
having a title attribute within a table that is purely used for placement of elements. Table
26 shows the most frequent 2.0 violations found in this study as a whole.

Table 26 - Frequent WCAG 2.0 A Violations
2.0!A!
Success!
Criteria!

Criteria!Description

1.1.1!

Universal!Criteria!Checks!
All!img!elements!have!an!alt!
attribute.!

1.3.1!

Layout!table!has!a!
summary.!!

Total!Home!
Page!
Occurrences!

43!

8!
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Total!
Secondary!
Page!
Occurrences!

Valid!Example

<img!src=”building.gif”!
1! alt=”high"rise!building”>!
<table><tr><td>layout!
elements<td><td>layout!
41! elements></tr></table>!

2.1.1!
2.4.4!

All!onmouseover!event!
handlers!have!an!associated!
onfocus!event!handler.!
Each!source!anchor!
contains!text.!

95!
122!

2.1.1!

Document!has!required!
lang!attribute(s).!
Additional!AChecker!
Problems!
script!not!keyboard!
accessible!"!onmouseout!
missing!onblur.!

94!

3.1.1!

Document!has!invalid!
language!code.!

14!

3.1.1!

13!

<input!type=”button”!
onmouseover=”do!something”!
117! onfocus=”do!something”>!
6! <a!href=”test.html”>Test</a>!
<html!
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/19
99/xhtml"!xml:lang="en"!
6! lang="en">!

<input!type=”button”!
onmouseout="do!something"!
117! onblur="do!something">!
<html!
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/19
99/xhtml"!xml:lang="en"!
6! lang="en">!

By comparing the 2.0 A secondary page results with 1.0 AA results of those same pages,
we were able to answer the second research question:

Q2. How many accessibility violations are identified by WCAG 2.0 as compared to
WCAG 1.0 on New York State government websites?

The research indicated a range of WCAG 1.0 AA site problems, from 39 to 4, and site
FRs ranging from 23.26% to 2.65%. More 2.0 A violations than 1.0 AA violations were
consistently found on site pages. As mentioned previously, the average number of
occurring violations for 2.0 A was 20.94 across all secondary pages. The average
number of occurring 1.0 AA violations across all secondary pages was 3.5. However, the
average FR for 1.0 AA was 12.45%, and 12.28% for 2.0 A. This indicates that
accessibility levels for 1.0 AA weren’t necessarily better. 1.0 AA checks for fewer
violations and is not as comprehensive as 2.0 A. However for each opportunity for a
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violation to occur, 1.0 AA levels were found to be slightly worse than 2.0. Table 27
indicates these findings.

Table 27 - Comparison of WCAG 2.0 and WCAG 1.0 Averages
Guideline!Version!

Most!
Least!
Violations! Violations!

Highest!
Failure!
Rate!

Lowest!
Failure!
Rate!

Mean!
Number!of!
Violations!

Mean!
Failure!
Rate!

2.0!A!

185!!

4!!

18.97%!

0.74%!

20.94!

12.28%!

1.0!AA!

39!!

4!!

23.26%!

2.65%!

3.5!

12.45%!

!
Implications
This section will discuss the implications of the study and how the work done could be
applied to the real world.

Establishment of Process
The research here focused on the identification of Web Content Accessibility Guideline
(WCAG) version 2.0 errors that occurred on New York State government agency web
sites. The researcher found a great variance of different accessibility levels; ranging from
0 violations and 0.00% Failure Rates (FR) on some pages to 123 violations and 43.93%
FR on others. Some NYS agency web sites seem to have WCAG 2.0 accessibility under
control, while others seem to have not complied with the guidelines at all. It appears not
all agencies are implementing accessibility in the same manner. Perhaps this research
will inspire a standard process for agencies to follow to attain accessibility compliance.

The NYS Health Department web site demonstrates an excellent example of WCAG 2.0
A compliance. Three out of is four pages evaluated had zero accessibility errors. In
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addition, its combined site FR was only 0.75%. It might be good for this agency to share
its process of achieving such a high level of 2.0 accessibility with the rest of NYS
government.

WCAG 2.0 into Policy
The WCAG 2.0 seem to be more inclusive and more comprehensive than the previous 1.0
guidelines. This study determined that there are several important criteria included in the
2.0 guidelines, which are not included in the 1.0 guidelines; such as preventing an anchor
tag to be used without text and not allowing more than one unique id name. It seems
imperative that NYS agencies at least consider the new WCAG 2.0 guidelines when
implementing accessibility.

This study also documented the most frequent WCAG 2.0 violations that occurred on
NYS agency web sites. If the developers and maintainers of these sites were able to see
these results and resolve these few issues on all pages, many of the sites may be more
accessible.

In addition, this study showed that WCAG 2.0 violations are more numerous on NYS
agency websites than 1.0 violations. However, the research also demonstrated that the
accessibility levels for both guidelines occur within a wide range. Meaning, just because
there were fewer 1.0 violations found, didn’t necessarily mean the sites were more
accessible. It probably would not be effective for NYS government to go back and fix
WCAG 1.0 issues. The 2.0 guidelines seem to capture most of the 1.0 guidelines along
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with many more. Therefore, it seems best for government to purely concentrate on
WCAG 2.0.

Use of a Metric
Perhaps this study will also trigger NYS agencies to use a metric or some sort of detailed
calculation when computing accessibility levels. The WCAG merely sets conformances
levels, meaning a web site is either accessibility compliant or it is not. However, by
using a metric, we can see to what degree a page or site is accessible. This type of
evaluation can help give a more accurate account of the problems occurring.

AChecker Improvements
Another implication of this study might be to suggest improvements for the AChecker
tool. AChecker did a good job at finding actual WCAG problems. There were only a
few instances where the tool fell short; such as not identifying all duplicate ids and not
counting images with missing alternative text as errors when they were used as anchors.
The use of automated accessibility tools is vital for developers and maintainers of web
sites. In previous studies, most if not all automated tools had some problems. It seems
AChecker is very close to being an ideal tool. If AChecker could fix the existing
problems, this tool could be widely used by many for accessibility verification.

Future Research

This section will discuss future research that could build upon the work conducted here.
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WCAG 2.0 AA & AAA
As mentioned previously, this study used the AChecker automated tool and the Failure
Rate (FR) metric to determine the 2.0 AA accessibility for a select group of NYS
government agency web sites. Future research could expand on this by performing a
higher level WCAG 2.0 accessibility evaluation, against either 2.0 AA or AAA. This
type of research might be especially helpful if NYS agencies adapt a policy for WCAG
2.0 and are actively working on those accessibility issues.

WCAG 2.0 & Metrics
Future research may also apply the FR in other studies or use a different metric for
determining accessibility WCAG 2.0. FR was chosen for this study based on its ease of
use and simplicity, yet its determination could be misleading and/or inaccurate. Many
other metrics exist and there has been little research regarding their application to WCAG
2.0. Such a metric is the Web Accessibility Barrier (WAB), created by Parmanto & Zeng
(2004). Similar to FR, WAB is meant to be used in addition to an automated evaluation
tool. Known problems and the potential for problems to occur are both components in
the WAB calculation. However, the WAB also takes into consideration the total number
of pages making up the web site and the total number of violations on the web site. In
addition, WAB uses the WCAG 1.0 checkpoints as weighted measures in the calculation.
Therefore a new measurement system would need to be created for WCAG 2.0. WAB
may be a more complex metric than FR. However, when evaluating smaller web sites or
a minute number of sites, it might be a more accurate metric to implement.
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AChecker Abilities
The AChecker tool seemed to provide a good indication of web page known problems.
Although it was not 100% accurate, it evaluated most criteria with no issues. Future
research could include more studies using the AChecker tool. As mentioned previously,
few tools offer the ability to check for WCAG 2.0 violations. If more studies utilized
AChecker it could become the pseudo standard in automated evaluation tools. Other
options that AChecker offered were HTML validation and evaluation checks against
Section 508 guidelines. It would be useful to find out how the tool performed in these
areas as well.

Secondary & Tertiary Pages
Finally, few previous studies evaluated more than the home page of a web site. Based on
this study, it seems important to consider several secondary pages when determining a
web site’s accessibility level. In this study, 75% of the secondary pages showed similar
accessibility as their home page. Yet, the levels were still slightly different and would
certainly off set the accessibility determined by only considering the home page.
Twenty-five percent of the secondary pages in this study showed significantly different
accessibility than their home page. In this case, none of the secondary pages were as
inaccessible as the home page. Future work might look at a smaller number of sites, but
in greater depth. Perhaps studies could look at all secondary pages or a number of
secondary and tertiary pages.
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APPENDIX A
This section shows the illustrative home pages and secondary pages that were evaluated
for WCAG 2.0 A and 1.0 AA. (Two of the 16 pages evaluated are not shown here, as
their page was too long for the Snagit software to capture.
Figure 20 - Energy Research and Development Authority (ERDA) Home Page
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Figure 21 - ERDA Events Page
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Figure 22 - ERDA - Contact Us Page

Figure 23 - Teachers' Retirement Home Page
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Figure 24 - Teachers' Retirement - Contact Us
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Figure 25 - Teachers' Retirement - Welcome Retirees

Figure 26 - Teachers' Retirement - Investments
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Figure 27 - Technology Home Page

Figure 28 - Technology - About Us
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Figure 29 - Technology - Strategic Initiatives Overview
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Figure 30 - Technology - Contact Us

Figure 31 - Health Home Page
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Figure 32 - Health - Seasonal Influenza

Figure 33 - Health - Prevention Quality Indicators
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